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EXPLORING RACE RELATIONS
Responding to confrontation in front of Ladd Library On Sept. 13, burgeoning student group “MOVE¬
MENT 384” holds protest during Parents Weekend, expands discourse on race relations at Bates
by MATT GAGNE
CO-EDITOR-IN-EDITOR
In the morning hours of Sept. 13, senior
Fikile Mahlangu, a student of color, was ver¬
bally assaulted by another student while walk¬
ing across the campus quad on her way to Ladd
Library. The assailant, a male Caucasian, con¬
fronted Mahlangu, screaming,“I hate Black
people.” After a short exchange, Mahlangu
asked him if he was a Bates student. He said he
was and continued towards her, saying, “ We
say we (white people) like you, but we really
hate you.”
Bates security officers, who had been search¬
ing for the assailant around campus, were close
by on Andrews Road and quickly intercepted
the altercation, even as the male student contin¬
ued to repeatedly call Mahlangu, “Nigger.”
Security officers were searching for the
assailant based on several reports of undis¬
closed incidents that had taken place earlier in
the morning. There were also concerns over the
male student’s health, which is alleged to have
been worsened by the use of psychedelic drugs.
He was immediately taken by Security to St.
Mary’s Hospital for medical attention.
Mahlangu filed a report with Security, which
made Lane Hall and the Deans aware of the
incident.
“It was categorically not a hate crime inci¬
dent,” Director of Bates Security Tom Carey
said. “Was a person verbally assaulted? Yes
they were. Was it wrong? Absolutely. I don’t
want to minimize what was said, but there were

other factors that went into the situation. It is an
issue that falls in the purview of the Dean of
Students’ office.”
The Deans’ initial plan was to have
Mahlangu confront her assailant in a face-toface meeting monitored by a mediator. But that
meeting, according to James Reese, Associate
Dean of Students, has not happened because
the assailant is still recovering from his medical
condition.
Dissatisfied with the response from Bates
Administration, Mahlangu and a few of her
friends organized a group to draw attention to
this incident and racism within the contexts of
Bates and society at large. Movement 384,
denoting the number of years since the first
slaves were transported to the United States,
was founded by Mahlangu, along with Brent
Shuttleworth and Sarita Fellows.
“I wanted people to know what happened to
me and that it wasn’t just an isolated incident,”
Mahlangu said. “I want to get people to start
talking about racism and being a student of
color. My experience here has been intertwined
by mostly subtle but at times overt racism and
it chipped away at me until I had no choice but
to say something.
“It isn’t so much that he called me a nigger,
it was the words he used before that statement,
‘I hate black people. We say we like you, but
we really hate you,’ alluding to the culture of
political correctness that prevents us from com¬
prehending the reality of racism.”
Movement 384 held a protest in front of
Merrill Gym between 12-1:30 p.m. Saturday as

Jo Anne Villarosa/The Bates Student

Students, faculty and staff gathered in front of Merrill Gymnasium on
Saturday, Nov. 1 to protest racism at Bates.
students, parents, faculty and staff attended a
lunch in celebration of Parents Weekend. They
wore white shirts, which read “White
Supremacy Lynches Students of Color,” “We
Are the We Are,” and “Silent No More.”
Dean of Students Celeste Branham joined
Movement 384, holding hands with
Shuttleworth in a show of solidarity. Despite

ALCOHOL BANNED FROM JOHN BERTRAM HALL
Are the Source ofDorm Damage at JB? Lounge To Be Checked Before, After
and the Morning After Blueslips; Policy Violators To Drop 300 Spots In Housing Lottery

Branham’s presence, there was confusion on
the part of Movement 384 as to the College’s
commitment to addressing the events of Sept.
13.
“The Bates College campus fosters and per¬
petuates a white supremacist culture that lynchSee MOVEMENT 384, p.7

ChiefDana Speaks to
Students About the
Benefits ofCasinos

by NIRAJ CHOKSHI
ASSISTANT WEB EDITOR

by NIRAJ CHOKSHI
ASSISTANT WEB EDITOR

John Bertram hall (JB) is home to nearly 80
Bates students and has, in recent weeks, been a
topic of conversation among Bates faculty and
administrators. That’s because after the
Physical Plant’s monthly evaluation of dorm
damage it was discovered that residents of JB
owed $1,951.79 in “unattributed dorm dam¬
age” (dorm damage that cannot be traced to an
individual), according to Dean Gurney.
According to the chairman of the committee on
Extracurricular Activities and Residential Life
(EARL), Professor Steve Hochstadt, JB owes
more in dorm damage than “all the rest com¬
bined.” Residents of Rand, owe the next high¬
est amount which is $406.54.

Today Mainers have headed out to the polls
to vote on what has turned out to be one of the
most heated referendums in the history of
Maine. Across the state, citizens have been
asked to vote no or yes on question three - to
allow Maine Native Americans to own and
operate a casino.
Last Wednesday night at 7:00 in the Keck
classroom, Bates invited Chief Barry Dana of
the Penobscot nation to come and speak to
Bates Students about the campaign to vote yes
on question three.
Dana handed out two pamphlets, which out¬
lined his arguments. Only 12% of the new
casino would be devoted to gaming, according
to the pamphlets. The casino would contain
eight restaurants, the “best convention center
in Northern New England”, an 875-room hotel,
a concert theater, a plethora of shops, indoor
and outdoor gardens, swimming pools, tennis
courts and a championship golf course.
The casino would also provide 2,000 con¬
struction jobs and 10,000 permanent jobs for
the state of Maine. Dana argued that the state

The high price is due mostly to damage done
to a few pieces of furniture in the JB lounge.
According to Dean Gurney, there were cush¬
ions with bums and rips and piecds of furniture
were “essentially destroyed.” Dean Gurney
explained that, for dorm furniture, “the repair
costs are, by definition, higher” - the replaced
furniture must be flame, smoke, and dirt retar¬
dant and meet a number of standards. RA rep¬
resentative for JB, Charlotte Birkner, explained
how one of the problem areas was “right out¬
side my door, and I had no idea what went on.”
According to Birkner, “most of the dorm dam¬
age occurred at night while people were ‘black
out’ drunk.”
The topic of the JB lounge was brought up at
a Bates After Dark (BAD) meeting by profes¬
sor Hochstadt. It was decided that a commit¬
tee, made up of Dean Gurney, Professor
Hochstadt, Ollie Wolf, and Graham Veysey
would meet to discuss how to respond to the
problem. The committee began an email cor-

Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

The new alcohol ban at JB Hall has been the subject of much discussion
and controversy on campus.
respondence with members of BAD, EARL
(one of which is a JB resident), and the Deans
of Students. A decision to put a one-month
moratorium on alcohol in the JB lounge (the
end of Thanksgiving break) was reached.
Last Wednesday a letter detailing the deci¬
sion was sent to residents of JB and a meeting,
run by Dean Gurney and Professor Hochstadt,
was held on Thursday night, with appfoximateSee JB. p. 7

This Week Inside
The Bates Student
Bates Fishing Club, Euro Flavor
by Chet Clem
Forum, 5.

See CASINOS, p. 7

Indiana Jones
by Louis Dennig
Arts and Entertainment, 9.

Students Speak
What did you hide from your parents?
Question on the Quad, 11.

Welcoming the Parents

Football Outlasts Polar Bears

by Caitlin Hurley
News, 6.

by Matt Gagne
Sports, 16.
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Forum
MOVEMENT 384 CONSIDERED
A strange thing happened at Bates this weekend. There was a student-run
protest. Our vocally radical but inherently apathetic student body actually
mobilized to support a common cause, this time to denounce the apparent
racism and white supremacy prevalent at Bates. We should all admire the
organizers determination and commitment to such an important issue. We
should also commend them for their strength in confronting such a controver¬
sial and oftentimes hands-off topic. We hope that MOVEMENT 384 will be
the impetus to start a meaningful dialogue on campus, among students, among
faculty, among the administration, and between all three groups.
We at The Student believe that MOVEMENT 384 has noble intentions, but
we have some serious reservations about their motivations and recent course
of action. The organizers of MOVEMENT 384 are simply capitalizing on one
isolated act of racism as the grounds for their contentions. Ignoring the count¬
less progressive acts of many on campus, they jump on one incident and start
a “movement.”
They accuse the College of “fosterling] and perpetuat[ing] a white suprema¬
cist culture that lynches students of color through silence and overt acts of
hatred.” Strong rhetoric indeed. “White supremacy?” “Overt acts of hatred?’
Besides the one incident, the MOVEMENT 384 provides no other evidence.
They also claim that the College has taken “no substantial action,” even after
the issue and MOVEMENT 384 were brought to their attention. In a letter to
all faculty and administration, the founders asked for webspace on the Bates
server, $3000 to fund the club, and participation by a Dean in a protest on
Saturday. So, because the College didn’t immediately fork over $3,000 dollars
with three days notification, they are both perpetuating the “white supremacy”
at Bates and taking “no substantial action.” Has the Dean of Student’s office
been taking hostage? Give us $3,000 dollars in three days or else!
Other clubs must go through an exhaustive process to get one dollar in school
funding, let alone $3,000. They must draft a comprehensive constitution, be
approved by the EARL, a student-faculty committee, plead to the RA’s budg¬
et committee, and then be pander to the will of the entire RA for any money.
Yet, MOVEMENT 384 demanded $3,000 dollars in three days! Perhaps a
tad overzealous. MOVEMENT 384 thought they could buck the system,
because their cause was so much more important than any other club or organ¬
ization on campus, and bully the Dean of Student’s office into forking over
thousands of dollars. Is the administration really racist because they didn’t
automatically give away $3,000? Of course not.
In a letter to the faculty, and in an announce e-mail, MOVEMENT 384’s
founders assert that “this incident is not an isolated action of hatred, but
emblematic of deeply rooted racism that too frequently manifests itself within
the lives of the student population.” If it is not isolated, then what other acts of
hatred have taken place at Bates?
Bates, more so than most colleges and universities, and certainly more so
than the general population, is committed to promoting racial equality, not
white supremacy. Most every class in the humanities and social sciences
includes a section on some aspect of multiculturalism. Professors and students
alike work tirelessly on bridging racial gaps, in class lectures and papers, in
bringing speakers, in volunteering in Lewiston’s Somali community, in con¬
versation with peers. MOVEMENT 384 seems to have forgotten the positive
steps the College as a whole has made to end white supremacy.
MOVEMENT 384 is sure to start with a bang. It has front-page Student cov¬
erage, the attention of faculty, and the purse strings of the administration.
People will be talking about MOVEMENT 384 today. The real test of
MOVEMENT 384’s effectiveness will be to see how long the discussion per¬
sists. We hope that the group is successful beyond its wildest dreams, and that
racism is finally erased from Bates.
It will be a long, tough road to achieve MOVEMENT 384’s goals. We have
to wonder why minority students all eat together in Commons, and why racial
integration has yet to truly occur at Bates, a campus supposedly committed to
inclusion and multiculturalism. Bates needs to become a truly safe space,
where minorities and students of color can feel comfortable and open to dis¬
cussing anything.
We must reiterate that The Student supports the goals of MOVEMENT 384
wholeheartedly. However, the founders should reassess the rhetoric used to
achieve their benevolent goals. The group’s incendiary language is not the
most effective approach. The positive work done by so many should not be
overlooked. If MOVEMENT 384 wants to create genuine discussion, they too
must discard their inflammatory message and take proactive steps to dissolve
racism at Bates. If all goes well, MOVEMENT 384 won’t have to become
MOVEMENT 385, then 386, and then 387...
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Editors’ Column

IS ANYONE OUT THERE?
The Student is

really intended to be a. forum, a

guilty of mild sensationalism.

place where students can argue

We have plastered the front
page with a story about an eye¬

and reason on important timely
topics. This is not to say that

catching racial incident.
In addition to our

because of the absence of let¬
ters to the editor that this type

beliefs that the issue deserved
serious
attention,
it
also

of discussion is not taking
place anywhere, but is merely a

attracts readers. Pure and sim¬
ple. Look at our letters to the

reminder to utilize the space we
have provided for such debate.

editor section in past issues.
Can’t find it? That’s because

If you disagree with the tone

This week,

Why?

no one is writing!
So far, opinion articles have
accused the Deans of intention¬
ally ignoring 9/11 (Sept. 9),

of an article, vocalize your
complaints! If you agree with
the message of an article, write
in with your supportive com¬

criticized Security (Sept. 16
and Oct. 28) and the Deans

ments! If you disagree with the
direction The Student is taking,
let us know!

(Sept. 30) about their handling
of the party situation, defended

We hope that this issue will
provide everyone with some

the use of school vouchers
(Sept. 23), praised the victory

fire to get some debate going.

of Arnold (Oct. 21), and even

Thanks for reading,

defended George Bush’s Iraq
policy (Oct. 28), all with no
response! Even two misunder¬

Chrissy and Matt

stood racial remarks fell on
silent ears in one issue, (which
we apologized for in the fol¬
lowing week).
The intellectual debate the
pages of the Forum section pro¬
vide have gone silent this year.
The four pages each week are
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FOCUSING ON MOVEMENT 384
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MATT GAGNE
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHEIF
by

‘Hate’ Too Strong of a
Word
To the Editor:
A friend brought me the October 21st issue of
The Student, and I read with interest the op-ed on
“Evil Empire, Part n.” I was pleased to receive a
groveling phone call from my father, a Williams
grad, that Bates had this year beaten the Ephs.
However, I was disappointed when I got down
to the bottom of the piece and read: “let’s face it,
we hate Colby and Bowdoin.” Though these
rivalries are intense. 1 don’t hate either school,
and 1 think the use of the word hate in this case is
a little strong.
Our local Bates alumni events are often held in
conjunction with Colby and Bowdoin. I don’t go
to these events hating these people for where they
went to school. On the contrary, 1 have met dear
friends at these events. I would hope that future
references to our friends in Brunswick and
Waterville be a little more appropriately put.
-Tina Brickley Engberg ‘90

}
I
;
I

j

The staff editorial on page two, written weekly
by an editor of The Student to represent the majori¬
ty opinion of the editorial board, focuses this week
on the emergence of Movement 384, a group
formed in response to a hate and bias incident
involving two Bates students, a Black female and a
Caucasian male, on Sept. 13.
The facts of the incident are presented The
Student’s front page article and explored in-depth, to
a certain extent, in the staff editorial. This column,
in whole, is not a dissenting opinion to the staff edi¬
torial, but one that shifts focus and reemphasizes
certain points in the process of examining race rela¬
tions at Bates and the advent of Movement 384.
The biggest concern is that Movement 384’s
rhetoric will throw up mental roadblocks in (parts
of) the student body by using language perceived as
incendiary, thus sending some people into a form of
backlash mode. This, of course, strikes at the heart
of Movement 384. because race relations at Bates
and in the world do not foreground in everyday con¬
versation.
A term used in the Movement 384's opening
campaign is "white supremacist,’’ which can be
construed or perceived by different people in differ¬
ent ways. The question is: How do we define “white
supremacist?” Is it the overt confederate flag
wavers, entrenched in the stereotypical beliefs of
antebellum South, or the subtleties in the systems
that still exist in everyday life? Is it not true, in the

EUROPEANS MORE
OBJECTIVE TOWARDS
MIDDLE EAST

preceding paragraph, that the people who enter
“backlash mode” are the ones who rarely, if ever,
face racism and oppression?
The backlash mode exists because no one likes to
think of himself or herself as a racist. We read about
the personal attack and atrocity Fikile Mahlangu
faced on the morning of Sept. 13 and it seems
incomprehensible. We, (and I write as part of, if not
on behalf of a dominant white hegemony), have be
inculcated into adopting a PC-view of the world.
The words Fikile heard, “I hate Black people.. .We
say we like you, but we really hate
you.. .Nigger...” are anathema to our lexicon,
which is loosely grounded in our approach to defin¬
ing and describing—understanding is a more apro¬
pos word — a sense of objective reality.
Racism exists everywhere and in many forms,
some more overt than others. It is something the
dominant hegemony, White people, specifically,
find shocking when incidents occur like the one in
front of Ladd Library on Sept. 13. Students of color
probably weren’t as shocked, perhaps because they
are forced to live with varying degrees of racism
everyday of their lives.
Despite some mitigating medical circumstances.
Movement 384 was bom out of one egregious act
of hate, something that cannot be tolerated at Bates
or anywhere in the world. There is a saying that a
drunk man’s words are a sober man's thoughts,
though chemical alterations cannot be an excuse to
condone hate. Regardless of bodily function or state
of mind of the assailant on Sept. 13, the attack

by JAMIL ZRAIKAT
OPINION WRITER

In a recent, unpublished European Commission
October p< 11 of 7500 Europeans (500 from each
member ■ tate). Israel was chosen by 59% of the
participants as he top threat to world peace, com¬
ing ahead of North Korea, Iran and Afghanistan. I
was. predictably, relieved to see that there is a good
element of understanding of the many issues sur¬
rounding Israel and the Middle East, beyond the
notions and perceptions that are formed by selec¬
tive forms of media that 1 find in the US. I have
always viewed Europe, its institutions, and its
media as objective when it came to the Middle
East.
That is not at all because they are supportive of
the Palestinians, as I don’t see them as exclusively
and unconditionally supportive of the Palestinians.
It is because especially during my past two years
living in the United States, the only media from
which I could find out about casualties and suffer¬
ing on both sides of the conflict were European
media, such as BBC and Reuters. Arabic media is
See MOVEMENT 384, p.5
by no means objective, as despite the fact that they
are not selective in their news, their partiality
appears in the way they present news, and how
they refer to different incidents taking place in
rather than exclude out.
Palestine.
McGrory poses several interesting questions for
American media, however, are not only partial
Dunham, many of which would seemingly put her
in the way they present news, but they are also
in a hypocritical position. For example he writes,
selective in what they publish; there are many
“Could she possibly celebrate Labor Day, knowing
instances when Palestinian casualties in the con¬
that many of her students are the sons and daugh¬
flict are not reported by CNN or Fox, while Israeli
ters of upper-level management?...And what about
casualties, small or large, are constantly brought to
Groundhog Day? Is there not a PETA member in
our attention. That is what makes BBC and
town angry over the fact that poor Punxsutawney
Reuters my most trusted sources of news, as their
Phil is rudely awakened from his winter slumber
objectivity and impartiality is evident in their cov¬
for our ceremonial benefit?...Does Arbor Day dis¬
erage as well as their presentation of news and
criminate against apartment dwellers without ! events taking place.
yards? Does Memorial Day disrespect the living?”
European official condemnation of suicide
I have more questions for Dunham. Perhaps some t attacks against Israelis and military attacks against
of her students are not American citizens. Will she
Palestinians alike, when the US official position
then not recognize Election Day as an important
only rarely condemns Israel, and constandy con¬
national day for the sake of neglecting internation¬
demns thePalestinians, is another demonstration of
al students? What about Thanksgiving? Rosh
the way Europeans approach world issues, partic¬
Hashanah? Yom Kippur? Ash Wednesday? Good
ularly volatile ones such as the Palestinian-Israeli
Friday? Valentine’s Day? St. Patrick’s Day? The
conflict.
list could go on. These questions, although seem¬
I foresaw, however, the reaction of Israel and
ingly superfluous, only illustrate the foolishness of
American Pro-Israel institutions towards this sur¬
Dunham’s decision as an elementary school princi¬
vey; anti-semitism. I was disappointed; not
pal.
because they disagreed with the findings of the sur¬
And unfortunately this outcome was borne out
vey, as that would be a normal feaction by anyone
of political correctness. At the risk of sounding
in the same position. I was disappointed by the
overtly political, this development indicates the
simple approach critics of the survey took in

Add Halloween to the tPolitically Incorrect’ Blacklist
OLIVER WOLF
STAFF COLUMNIST
by

"Every once in a while I drop my guard
and make the mistake of thinking that
the world, or at least our little portion
of it, is a reasonably sane place."
These lines lead Boston Globe columnist and
Bates Student alumnus Brian McGrory’s ‘84 recent
twice-weekly column, “Senseless Correctness.”
McGrory comments on an incident ip Wayland,
Mass—yes, that would be twenty minutes outside
of Boston—where Claypit Hill School principal,
Cynthia Dunham cancelled the school’s major
Halloween celebration, the yearly kindergarten
costume parade. Dunham cancelled the parade to
avoid offending anyone who does not celebrate
Halloween. Although Dunham may have been
well-intentioned in canceling the Halloween
parade, her decision points to a larger, more harm¬
ful idea: marginalizing national days, in the name
of political correctness, only creates harm for
everyone involved.
“We have decided to end the practice of dressing
in costume and parading around the building,”
Dunham’s note to parents read.
"Although we all agree it is a lot of fun for many
children, we do have children who don’t celebrate

Halloween and feel uncomfortable or stay at home
from school that day,” Dunham went on. “We
want to be an inclusive community and meet the
needs of every child.”
When I read these lines in McGrory’s column I
thought to myself, is Halloween the next national
day to be widely marginalized by schools across
the country? Halloween, like many other national
days, promotes unity for a many groups of people.
It brings children from many backgrounds togeth¬
er for common desires. The rationale I see sup¬
porting Dunham’s decision was her uneasiness
with the religious context of Halloween (All
Hallow’s Eve) present in public school.
Nevertheless, Halloween’s obvious secular con¬
sciousness overshadows any religious undertones
behind the day. Dunham seems remiss of this real¬
ity.
If anything, her desire for political correctness
ironically counteracts the vety “inclusiveness” she
praises. Perhaps, a more reasonable solution would
be for Dunham to promote education of others’ cul¬
tures and holidays instead of denying children the
enjoyment of celebrating them.. Furthermore, the
children should be taught reasons why some par¬
ticipate in Halloween and why others do not. Then,
all the children involved would have a firmer basis
in choosing to partake in the holiday. Such is the
very essence of inclusiveness—to bring others in

USAID IS NO HELP
U.S. MONIED INTERESTS IGNORES THE PLIGHT OF THE WORLD’S POOR
by

NATHAN HARRINGTON
STAFF COLUMNIST

In El Salvador, as in many other nations of the
Global South, the United States embassy trumps the
Congress and Executive’s office as the most politi¬
cally important building in the country. In this
Central American nation of eight million people
(another three million live in the U.S.) the right-wing
government that has ruled since 1988 has served
U.S. interests with a level of mindless devotion
exceptional even in this of neo-colonial age. Since El
Salvador adopted the dollar as its official currency in
2000, even its monetary policy is made in
Washington.
It was with much anticipation thus that my group
of 17 American study abroad students was driven to
imposing embassy complex, recently completed to
the tune of $92 million. For those keeping track,
that’s approximately three times what the U.S. gives
annually in aid to El Salvador. It is mildly amusing
to note that the new embassy is illegal under inter¬
national law and State Department policy by virtue
of its location outside the municipal limits of the cap¬
ital city. Yet who could possibly blame them for
locating it in a wealthy suburb closely resembling
Miami or San Diego, one which offers easy access
to luxury hotels, gourmet restaurants, and the gated
villas where embassy staff reside?
After passing through a metal detector and show¬
ing our passports, we find ourselves in a lobby dom¬

inated by larger-than life photo portraits of Bush,
Powell, and sinister, smirking Dick Cheney. A
power-point presentation by a PR woman in high
heels introduces us to the embassy’s main goals:
consolidate democracy and the rule of law, stimulate
economic growth, improve security, combat drug
trafficking, manage migration issues, and provide
humanitarian assistance through the U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID).
The principal project for the stimulation econom¬
ic growth is, of course, the Free Trade Agreement
currently being negotiated between the United
States and the countries of Central America. “When
people can do business, they do business; it’s a
human instinct to make money,” she declares, as if
providing the only rationale necessary to justify the
privileging of U.S. capital over local economies,
democratic decision making, and investors of other
countries. Then, in a stunning display of disingenu¬
ousness tinged with ignorance, she proceeds to inad¬
vertently make a convincing argument against the
entire project of trade liberalization. She make the
case for national self-sufficiency and agriculture for
domestic consumption, pointing our that El
Salvador leads the world in avocado consumption
but doesn’t grow any.
Seemly oblivious was she to the fact that the U.S.
(both directly and through it’s surrogates the World
Bank and International Monetary Fund) has long
See EMBASSY, p.4

See HALLOWEEN, p.4

See PALESTINE, p.5

BATES RATES
Senseless Acts of
Vandalism
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The Tanner Family
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Tannenbaum Entering
Off-Campus Residences
on “Trick or Drink”

Campus’ Magical
Transformation for
Parents Weekend
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Slapping illegal bumper stickers
on SUV’s during Parent’s
Weekend. I’ll environmentally
damage you, hippie. Bring it.

Who doesn’t wish that OCD Danny “Clean
Hands” Tanner, witty Uncle Joey Gladstone,
and super cool Uncle Jesse Katsopolis came
to visit you instead of your real parents?
Additional bonus points if those adorable lit¬
tle Olsen twins came along!

You might be short enough,
but you are far too old to go
Trick or Treating.

Remember that scene in Happy Gilmore,
when Ben Stiller makes the nursing home
look presentable for Adam Sandler and
his grandma? “You can trouble me for a
warm glass of shut-the-hell-up!” Yeah,
that just happened.
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MV BUDDY AND HE
MIKE LOPEZ
STAFF COLUMNIST
by

You know one. You want one. And, more
importantly, you want to be with one. And I am
not talking about the cute newspaper editor.
I am talking about the buddy. Your buddy. My
buddy. Whatever you want to call him, he is
always there. And at Bates, the buddy is every¬
where. Bobcat senior Jeff ‘T-bone’ Davis has seen
the evolution of ‘buddy stories’ in his four years at
Bates. The fascination for buddies, he claims,
stems from alumni John Dubzinski..
“My buddy Dubz,” T-Bone admirably recalls,
“was the funniest bastard ever. And he defines
what a buddy is all about. He could’ve played
Division I football, but came to Bates for the edu¬
cation.”
Dubz is certainly not T-Bone’s only buddy, but
he represents a symbol of what makes buddies so
popular. That, plus he has a cool and tough nick¬
name. Like all buddies.
“Buddies are great because it means you have a
story,” says junior Chris Felton. “It makes you
feel real special when you tell it” Felton reports
three buddies himself, classmates Jamie Chafel
and Kevin
Madden, and a buddy from Boston College,
Hugh. An economics major, Felton takes a stepby-step approach to his buddies. “It starts with the
buddy himself, but it extends to everyone that
buddy knows. All the girls fall for him, he never
goes to class, and he never stops drinking but
never throws up. When he does get sick, he
comes back the next morning ready to party some
more. It’s magical.”
Felton is correct; much of a buddy’s repertoire
comes from how he performs with alcohol, usual¬
ly at a beruit table. It’s as if your buddies ability to
hit put a ping pong ball in a cup full of beverage is
a magnetic force that draws ladies towards him.
Think about that. A dinky tittle pink ball in a cup
is judge of a person’s toughness? It makes perfect
sense on a Saturday night at Bates. When he
misses the shot, of course, there wasn’t enough
beer in the cup. If he hits the shot, which he usu¬
ally does, he gets the girl. It never fails.
As if, of course, he has a problem with girls in
the first place. “Beneath the Division I talent, the
500 lb. bench, the kegs of beer, and all the humor
there is an inherent ability to get the girls,” claims
Chafel. “It is something I have strived for since
my first day as a Bobcat.” Chafel, in fact, has the
final criterion for a buddy. “Dating Britney
Spears’ cousin’s boyfriend’s sister’s friend is the
final option. I have three friends myself that meet
that category.”
In understanding Chafel, one begins to under¬
stand what is really cool and tough on college
campuses. One wants to have a buddy for obvious
reasons; he is a source of one-upsmanship. When
your friend does something mildly cool and
tough, you tell him the story of your buddy who
did something far superior, and your friend is
humbled for good. His only response, of course,
is to try and one-up your buddy that he has never
met but already feels inferior to. If he does, he
becomes that new buddy, whose exploits are
recounted to everyone. It’s a never-ending cycle,
tike the Bates social scene itself.
“Friends,” says Chafel, “are a dime a dozen.
But buddies are priceless.” More than knowing a
buddy, of course, is being one. It’s a quality Tbone has tried to instill in his life on a daily
basis. “You need to sit in Commons,” says TBone, on how one becomes a buddy. “And
eavesdrop on the football players sitting at the
next table. Pick the most extreme buddy story, go
out and beat it, and make sure that people are
around to witness it. Then everyone will know
you are both cool and tough.”
‘To become a buddy,” adds Chafel, “One must
engage in activities that can be told as buddy sto¬
ries, such as chicken crispito eating contests.”
Chafel points out one such buddy that ate 18 of
them. In half an hour.
“While it is cool and tough to have a buddy, and
to have a lot of them,” concludes T-Bone, “It only
makes sense that being the buddy is the mecca of
social positions.”
The mecca of all social positions? A buddy?
It’s as simple as tossing a fiisbee across campus.
Your buddy, of course, would never do such a
thing. “When your buddy is superior, you are
superior,” notes Felton. “And of course my bud¬
dies are the best buddies.”
Chafel, as usual, is a bit more tender. “Buddies
are my life,” he notes, “The rest is just details.”

PECULIAR ROOTS OF “THE RILL”
TIM LARSON
HISTORY COLUMNIST
by

Most Batesies have probably already heard a
tittle about the legendary 109 year history of
“The Bill” (Roger Williams Hall). “The Bill”
is named after Roger Williams, founder of
Rhode Island, advocate of religious freedom,
and proponent of separation between church
and state. This residence hall was supposedly
the Mecca of partiers on the Bates campus for
many years. During this period in the late 90s,
High Times magazine allegedly ranked “The
Bill” as one of the top 100 places to smoke
marijuana in the country. Not exactly the kind
of ranking administrators want to put on the
College website. Supposedly because of this
notorious ranking “The Bill” became chemfree. While this rich history of partying is all
very interesting, the history of Roger Williams
himself, and the story of his corpse are proba¬
bly more interesting.
Now I have a personal interest in Roger
because I’m a native Rhode Islander and lO^1
great-grandson of the man. So when I was
reading a book (The Old Stone Bank History of
Rhode Island) last summer and came across an
article describing what happened to Roger
Williams’ body after his death I became
enthralled with the subject.
The article described how after Roger
Williams died in 1683, his body was buried
underneath an apple tree in his backyard, and
there it remained for several centuries. During
this period, local children who ate apples from
the tree supposedly became independent mind¬
ed tike Williams (this legend makes more sense
later).
In 1936 the State of Rhode Island decided to
exhume the remains of Williams from under¬
neath the apple tree and put them in a more
worthy monument for the state’s tercentenary
celebration.
But when the gravediggers
reached Williams’ coffin they found his body
was gone! A root from the apple tree had slyly
grown into the coffin and absorbed the miner¬
als in his bones. The root had actually followed

the nutrients in Roger Williams’ bones and
grown in the shape of his skeleton! This must
have been a fairly shocking find for the
gravedigger as only a small part of the skull
was remaining on top of the root skeleton. This
“man-root” was the talk of the town in 1936,
and it was displayed prominently in the
Providence City Hall so all Rhode Islanders
could get a glimpse of the founder of their state.
This story fascinated me, and when I read an
article on Internet, which said that the Rhode
Island Historical Society still had the root, I
was excited! On my next day off from work I
immediately drove up to Providence and asked
the archivist at the Historical Society if I could
see the “man-root.” She gave me a bit of a hard
time, asking me why I wanted to see it, and if I
was a sicko, etc...but eventually she conceded
and made a few phone calls to the curatorial
department finally allowing me to see the root!
The root was actually stored in the basement
of another building nearby, so I walked down
the street to this place and was greeted outside
by the curator. She took me down to the dark,
dank, dungeon-like cellar of the building. On
the way down the stairs, I made a few corny
jokes about wanting to see my “family roots”.
She didn’t laugh (curators usually seem to be
serious for some reason). We finally reached
the basement, and there leaning against the
wall was the man-root!
It was easy to see how the root had followed
the shape of Roger Williams’ body. There was
an arm and a spinal chord with hips, legs, and
feet attached to it. The root so closely followed
the path of his bones that I could even see the
bumps where his knees were. It was truly an
eerie sight, but well worth the hassle to see it.
I suggested to the curator that the Society
display the root, but she seemed to think that it
might attract a lot of “weirdoes”, but it seems
like it would be great publicity for the organi¬
zation. If you’re ever in Providence, Rhode
Island, and you want to see something out of
the ordinary I’d definitely recommend check¬
ing out the roots of “The Bill”! I have a picture
of the roots if you’d like a preview.

U.S. EMBASSY NO HELP
EMBASSY
Continued from p. 3
pressured El Salvador and other countries of the
Global South to grow cash crops tike coffee,
bananas, and sugar cane for export to the north rather
than basic grains to feed their own people. This
export-oriented strategy is recipe for dependence
and underdevelopment, but one which benefits the
U.S. by driving commodity prices down for U.S.
consumers and supplying poor countries with just
enough hard currency to service their enormous
debts to northern banks. It is wildly acknowledged
by champions and critics alike that the U.S.’s moti¬
vation for signing a the free trade agreement for
Central America is to gain the advantage over
European and Asian investors in the region by mak¬
ing it easier for U.S.-subsidized agribusiness to
dump its surplus production into Central American
markets, devastating domestic producers and fur¬
thering their dependence on the U.S. as both suppli¬
er of goods and a purchaser of under-valued exports.

Speaking of dependence by design, it turns out
that of the $33.7 million the U.S. Agency for
International Development spends in El Salvador
each year, half goes to “economic development”
projects such as roads, dams, and bridges, instead of
aid for health, education, water and sustainable agri¬
cultural development on the local level. As if that
were not self-serving enough, building contracts for
such projects must go to U.S. companies. This type
of “aid” means that much of the capital ends up back
in American accounts, and it entails no transfer of
knowledge or technology, tittle job creation for
Salvadorans, and in all likelihood no reduction in
poverty.
Although USAID claims to have rebuilt thou¬
sands of houses damaged or destroyed by earth¬
quakes and floods, the majority of Salvadorans who
do not own land are not eligible, nor are those whose
old houses are in high-risk areas. In short, USAID is
happy to help anyone who doesn’t really need it
We left the embassy with uproarious laughs and
clenched fists.

Your Home Is Our Only Competitor!

LUIGGI’S

63 Sabattus St.
Lewiston
EAT-IN
or TAKE-OUT

Pizza
Lasagna
Open Everyday
Sun.-Wed. 9am-10pm
Thursday 9am-11pm
Fri. & Sat. 9am-Midnight

Spaghetti
Sandwiches
Since 1953
‘We’ve Been Catering To
Bates”

Digitz
7
Marathons completed
by two British men in
seven consecutive
days. The men ran
marathons in Chile, the
Falkland Islands,
Sydney, Singapore,
London and Cairo
before finishing in the
New York Marathon.
One man had a heart
attack 5 months before.
The other man was his
doctor.
20

Number of uniformclad Catholic school
girls in South
Philadelphia who
chased down and pummeled a notorious
‘flasher’ after he
exposed himself to the
girls.
64
Size, in inches, of the
chest of Chicago strip¬
per “Lusty Busty,” who
is being sued by a
patron who claims her
oversized bosoms
caused him serious
neck damage.

CANCELLING
HALLOWEEN IN THE
NAME OF KIDS
HALLOWEEN
Continued from p. 3
growing trend in education of political correctness
going out of control. People are so caught up in
making sure that nothing offends anyone that they
ignore the real issues. Some need to remember
that Halloween is not a worship of pagan gods, but
a chance for kids to be kids. True inclusiveness
cannot be achieved by overt political correctness.
On the contrary, it leads to further division and the
problem of self-segregation among groups.
Political correctness has run amok in the case of
Claypit Hill School in Wayland, Mass. It is an
embarrassment that these kindergarten children
were prevented from having fun on Halloween at
school. On second thought, perhaps Principal
Cynthia Dunham’s Claypit Hill School is evident¬
ly not a “reasonably sane place” as McGrory pres¬
ents.
Next Tuesday, November ll^1 is Veterans
Day—a day of tribute to all the men and women
who have defended the cause of freedom around
the world in foreign wars and conflicts. Let’s hope
Dunham decides to recognize this day and educate
her students about its truly important circum¬
stances.
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Bates Fishing Club: Europe
The BFC GOES EUROPEAN, AND OTHER ASSORTED TALES
by CHET CLEM
OPINION WRITER
History was made recently on the banks of
the Tepla Vltava River in the southern Czech
Republic. The Bates Fishing Club opened its
second chapter: BFC Europe. It’s like NFL
Europe, only without the shattered dreams and
washed up competitors.
When I met my fishing companion, fellow
BFC-er Ryan Heffeman, at the Prague airport I
was surprised. Not that I didn’t know he was
coming, I was just surprised that he had made it
on time. This is a guy who after our last fishing
endeavor missed his flight home by a full 24
hours.
When we first met Martin Tomas, our fishing
guide for the weekend, we were concerned. He
was dressed straight out of the Banana Republic
catalog, and I trust a well-dressed fishing guide
about as much as I’d trust BFC President Jesse
Robbins with my hypothetical daughter. I had
called Martin earlier in the week and he assured
me that we were in for a fun weekend, as well
as some of the best Grayling fishing to be had in
the Czech Republic.
The Vltava River runs through downtown
Prague, splitting the city in two and providing
surprisingly good Carp fishing for a metropoli¬
tan setting. This weekend, however, we would
be fishing the headwaters of the Vltava in the
Sumava Mountain Range along the border with
Austria and Germany. Grayling, the species we
were fishing for, are similar in appearance to
Rainbow Trout, only with a larger fin and on
average are smaller in size. The largest to be
caught lately measured around 40cm (inch
equivalent).
We set off early Saturday morning and head¬
ed south in Martin’s beat up Ford station wagon.
A self-proclaimed “Balkan driver,” Martin spent
much of the morning driving on the wrong side
of the road or on the shoulder, cursing anyone in
his way and chain smoking. Our earlier uneasi¬
ness about our fishing guide were gone before
we left the outskirts of Prague.
An hour and a half into the trip Martin decid¬
ed to give us a lesson on the geography of the
area where we would be fishing. “Coming up
here is Strakonice,” he said, “it’s the arsehole of

the universe as far as I’m concerned.”
Apparently, we wouldn’t be stopping for a
photo opportunity.
As we approached the German border he
announced that it was time for a game.
“Prostitution is illegal in Germany,” he said, “so
all the whores wait on the Czech side of the bor¬
der for the Germans to come over. Every time
we drive down here my friends and I bet on how
many we will see along the way. One beer per
person.” Ryan picked seven, Martin guessed
eight based on experience, and I picked the low¬
ball with five.
“I guess we don’t know what time the
Germans like to fuck” Martin said dejectedly as
we pulled into the town of Dobra with a grand
total of zero prostitutes encountered along the
way.
Dobra is a small municipality of under 3,000
residents located in the Sumava National Park.
Founded as a mill town in 1305, Dobra now
caters to an increasing number of tourists who
come to hunt and fish, or ride through on bike or
motorcycle tours. We checked in at the Hospoda
U Nemenko, our lodging for the weekend. Run
by the Nemenko family, it is a quaint but rowdy
guesthouse that was full of travelers when we
arrived. And at 200Kc (US$7) per person per
night it was within our budget.
The Tepla Vltava is one of the two main trib¬
utaries of the Vltava. The narrow river mean¬
ders through bent-grass meadows and spruce
forests and provides ideal habitat for Grayling.
We signed up for our national and regional fish¬
ing licenses with the Czech Fishing Union
Southern Bohemian Board, and set out for the
water. It was overcast and chilly, and as we
rigged up our 5 weight rods in the parking lot, a
slow drizzle started to fall. Martin assured us it
was the ideal weather for Grayling, and by the
end of the day he was proven right.
After tying on a #18 blue wing olive mayfly
to a 6x tippet, Martin reached into his fishing
vest and pulled out the most important fishing
tool of all. A flask of single malt scotch aged 16
years. We passed it around, pulled on our
waders, and stepped into the river.
All three of us were successful, catching
upwards of 15 fish each for the afternoon. As
Heffeman tends to do, he out fished everyone,

CINDERELLA, BARCELONA-STYLE
POVERTY AND BEAUTY IN THE CULTURAL CENTER OF CATALONIA
by CYNTHIA TUFARO

OPINION COLUMNIST
The advertisement said, “Apartment down¬
town Barcelona—minutes from all the
major sights!” As college students, we couldn’t
afford to be picky. Besides, we assured our¬
selves, we wouldn’t be spending very much time
in the apartment anyway.
We were feeling pretty optimistic as we took
cabs from the airport, admiring the gothic archi¬
tecture set against the beautiful Mediterranean
Sea. Even when we saw the buildings begin to
resemble New York City subways, covered in
graffiti and reeking of some unknown combina¬
tion of body odor and trash, we didn’t assume the
worse. That is, until our cab driver turned around
to warn us, “This is very very bad neighbor¬
hood.”
Despite his garbled and heavily accented
English, his message was clear: we were in the
ghetto of Barcelona. In hindsight, we should
have known that an apartment for 25 Euros
per night couldn’t have been particularly glam¬
orous, but we never could have prepared our¬
selves for this.
We barely had our bags out of the car before
the cab driver sped away, leaving us in front of a
crumbling apartment building. The alleys were
covered in trash. Two or three scantily dressed
women stood outside the door, cooing at my
male friends. When we entered the apartment,
we were greeted by a stale, indiscernible smell.
Dirty sheets lay on the four sets of bunk beds.
The “kitchen” had a hole in the counter where a
sink should have been. The guys acted macho,
while my girlfriend and I clung together on the
edge of the bed, wondering what we had gotten
ourselves into. We fled the apartment only a few

minutes later to eat. My fear dissipated as the
ghetto disappeared a short walk later. For me, the
city was one of contradictions. The dark, tired
streets around our apartment were an anomaly
against the criss-crossed maze of brightly-lit side
street off La Rambla.
I would stumble upon the biggest pottery store
I had ever seen on the tiniest, most unassuming
street. Whiffs of toasting waffles greeted our
noses, providing relief from the still lingering
smell of our apartment. Only five minutes far¬
ther was the ocean, crystal blue, dotted with
tanned, glistening bodies. When we left in the
morning, it was dark and overcast, but only 5
minutes later and a block or two away, it was
sunny and warm.
It was as if, literally, the sun couldn’t shine on
our neighborhood or was at least shunning it for
being so ugly. The city of Barcelona, excluding
of course the quarter-miler radius around our
apartment, is heaven for people-watchers.
Tourists from every part of the world mob La
Rambla: anything from food to artwork will be
sold “at a price just for you” and spray-painted
statues engage crowds. The atmosphere is
vibrant and lively. Like the people and culture,
the architecture is fantastic and bizarre, using
bright colors and manipulating shapes and con¬
ventional forms. Gaudi’s La Pedra, as well as the
works created by Miro and Picasso reflect the
playful side of Barcelona.
To a group of college students, this side is
found among the many nightclubs and bars. The
effect of the silky beaches and azure-blue sea,
combined with the music vibrating against the
walls of a packed club, left us dizzy. We danced
to the latest American pop imports and forgot the
wasteland we had to return to like Cinderella,
Barcelona-style.

netting the fish of the day, a 45cm Grayling as
the day came to an end. The size would increase
later that evening around the table in the pub. As
Ed Zem once said, “fishermen are bom honest,
but they get over it.”
As required by international tradition, all
days spent fishing must be concluded by a night
spent drinking, and we obliged. Back at the
Hospoda U Nemenko the festivities had already
begun. Eighteen Germans were gathered around
a table engulfed in smoke, playing guitars and
singing songs. They were led by a very large
German man with a very large knife who had
been drinking very large beers for the better part
of the day. Unintentionally, Ryan would hit on
his girlfriend later in the night. They began to
play songs that we would recognize, and so we
were treated to the Czech version of Jose
Martf’s “Guantanamera” and a German rendi¬
tion of John Denver’s “Country Roads.
Once everyone had eaten dinner, the chef
came out to join in the fun. Originally from
Turkey, Imro has been working at Hospoda U
Nemenko for 11 years, and in this time has col¬
lected a wide array of hats and other costumes.
Although we shared no language, he was more
than happy to share his collection with us. He
came out in everything from a Shriner’s fez to a
sailor’s hat, and we added to his collection by
giving him Ryan’s BFC softball hat.
Disaster nearly struck when Imro emerged
from the kitchen in a straw hat and dark sun¬
glasses sporting a prop handgun, or so I thought
at the time. He handed me the gun for a picture,
and I jokingly pointed it at Benny, the family
dog. Only when I sat down did I realize I was
holding a loaded .38 handgun, and that I had
just come way too close to shooting a beloved
pet.
Drinking competitions in general are a bad
idea. Drinking competitions against Czech truck
drivers are a really bad idea. Alas, by the end of
the night that is where I found myself, going
head to head against a man dressed in camou¬
flage over the last of a bottle of Slivovice, the
Czech plum brandy. Needless to say, I lost. So,
I spent our second day of fishing with a hang¬
over that stuck with me like a fart in waders.

DISCOURSE MUST FOCUS
ON REAL ISSUES, NOT
WORKINGS OF COLLEGE
MOVMENT 384
Continued from p. 3
showed everybody that certain ideologies still exist,
and in a state where perceived logical thought and
planned articulation were absent, racism and hate
were the only things to shine through in a random
meeting on the Quad.
It is important to question where these thoughts
are coming from and why they still exist. It is
important to not concentrate on the demands
Movement 384 made to the Dean of Students
Office. “Our” reaction was shock. “Theirs” was
anger and frustration. Immerse yourself in the “sit¬
uation.”
The best way to approach discourse is to forget
the machinations of Bates’ bureaucracy and focus
on the implications of racism in a worldly context
and how we, as a diverse and multi-perspective
community, can learn from one another on this
campus. Movement 384 has expanded discussion
and its rhetoric has probably caught your attention.
What is that saying already?
The burden falls on everyone, not just students of
color to educate, and educate, and educate. How
many times have situations like these come up at
Bates or outside the Bubble? How do they turn out?
Forums? Public displays? Movement 384 needs to
be a constant reminder of the small and the large,
the covert and overt acts of racism in this world and
on this campus.
What is the phrase students of color sometimes
say? “You hear, but no one listens.” The usual
response? “No white person would ever do that.”
Thing is, before someone screamed “NiggeT’ on
the morning of Sept. 13, few White people said
anything at all.
Wonder if anybody’s been listening.

U.S. NEEDS TO
REALIZE ISRAEL CAN
MAKE MISTAKES
PALESTINE
Continued from p. 3
explaining the reasons, and consequences, of such
results. The Simon Wiesenthal Center, a major
Jewish Human Rights and lobbying group, charac¬
terized this as Europe’s worst outbreak of ‘anti¬
semitism’ since WWH, and went as far as demand¬
ing that
Europe be excluded from the peace process as
part of the ‘Middle East Quartet’ that also includes
the US, the UN, and Russia. If Europeans are crit¬
ical of Israel, does it have to mean that they are
inherently racist, unconditionally hate Jews and
Israel, and hence they should not be seen as medi¬
ators in the conflict? The term ‘anti-semitism’ has
been abused by Israel and its supporters, with the
Israeli government attempting to redefine ‘anti¬
semitism’ to include any criticism of Israel, its poli¬
cies, and its actions. Are Europeans, and the rest of
the world for that matter, really considered so igno¬
rant that they can’t look at what’s happening in the
world around them and draw for themselves, as
educated, civilized, informed individuals, any con¬
clusions they may? Do they have to be reminded
of, and be held hostage to, a past that they have
fought and worked so hard to overcome and
defeat?
A few weeks ago, the world was outraged by
Malaysia’s Former Prime Minister Mahathir
Mohammad’s hurtful remarks about Jews, which
were described as anti-semitic. Analyses and crit¬
icisms of ‘Islamic and Arab anti-semitism.’ began
to surface. Arabs and some Muslim nations are
also Semites. Even if we were to ignorantly gener¬
ally describe them as ‘anti-Jewish’, we cannottechnically describe them as anti-semites.
Attempting to lump Israel’s critics, or even antiJewish rhetoric into the ‘anti-semitism’ category is
a clear political and psychological move to demo¬
nize the Arab and Islamicworld by subconsciously
categorizing them alongside Nazis and their atroc¬
ities about 60 years ago. Israel has taken many
racist, oppressive, discriminatory measures against
the Palestinians and even its own Arab citizens,
using as justification the preservation of its ‘Jewish
Identity,’ and protecting its ‘Godly-sanctioned’
existence. Yet the world is surprisedwhen antiJewish rhetoric does prevail in the Islamic world,
where some do, wrongly, fail to discriminate
between Israel and, Jews and Judaism.
What will it take for the world’s greatest power
to realize that Israel, regardless of its identity as a
Jewish state and of the Jewish people’s history, can
actually make a mistake? It’s time for Israel and its
supporters to come out from behind the shield of
‘anti-semitism’, used and overused to justify
Israel’s actions and to reject and explain criticism.
It’s time for Israel and its leaders to be held
accountable for their actions, statements, and poli¬
cies, just like any other recognized entity in the
world. United Nations resolutions must apply on
Israel just as they apply, and have applied, on Iraq,
Iran, Lybia, and many other countries that have
been subjected to sanctions, interference, and at the
very least criticism.
Iraq has been invaded because of the perceived
threat of its yet to be found weapons of mass
destructions. Iran has just been subjected to, and
agreed to, stricter rules concerning the perceived
threat of its nuclear programs. Israel is known to
have a nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons
program, and yet, it is not seen as a threat by the
only country whose opinion seems to matter; the
United States.
Well, the Europeans seem to disagree. I happen
to disagree. Are Europeans anti-semitic? No I
don’t believe they are. Am I anti-semitic? No I am
not; I am a Semite. But am I anti-Jewish? No, I am
not. Call me anti-Israel if you want. All I am is one
person with an opinion. Every single European,
and human being for that matter, is one person
with an opinion. And we are expressing our opin¬
ions.

ACT NOW!
Book 11 people, get 12th trip free.
Visit the official website for Spring
Break '04. The best deals to the hottest
destinations. Grup discounts for 6+
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or
800-838-8202
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Bates Hosts Annual Parents Weekend
Panels, Speakers, Concerts and Athletics Parents and Families
Get An Insider’s Perspective on Student Life at Bates
-

Faculty Meeting Discusses
Trustees, Endowment, and
GenEd Requirements

by CAITLIN HURLEY
NEWS EDITOR

by CHRISTINA DOVE
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

On the weekend of Oct. 31 through Nov. 2,
2003, Bates hosted its annual Parents and
Family Weekend. Parents and siblings of Bates
students swarmed the campus for three jampacked days of concerts, panel discussions, and
athletics. Parents were welcomed to Bates by
President Elaine Tuttle Hansen, who said in a
letter to the community, "1 hope you will gam a
sense of the vitality of the College and the char¬
acter of the Bates experience.'' The weekend
allowed parents to gain a perspective of life at
Bates.
Parents and families were invited to attend
selected classes on Friday. Oct. 31 as well as a
number of other activites, including a debate
and a poster session. The Brooks-Quimby
Debate Council sponsored a debate entitled
“This House Resolves that Bates Should Allow
Co-Ed Dorm Rooms.” A poster session in Perry
Atrium of Pettingill Hall on Friday afternoon
spotlighted student research and service-learn¬
ing projects on a wide range of topics. Friday
evening also featured two performing arts
events: the Bates College Modern Dance
Company and an A capella Concert. Friday’s
concert included performances by the
Deansmen and the Merimanders, who per¬
formed for a packed audience in the College
Chapel.
Saturday featured a wide range of events
including a faculty research symposium, a
coaches’ breakfast, an information session on

The November faculty meeting took place
in Chase Hall Lounge on November 3, 2003.
President Hansen began the meeting with
reports from different areas of campus. She
began by informing the attendees about pro¬
posed changes to the Board of Trustees. The
board is currently what Hansen describes as
an “old fashioned” board with varying levels
of trustee membership, a system which few
colleges still adhere to. The proposed change
will mean that Board will have only one type
of trustee, bringing the Board into a more
contemporary arrangement. Hansen also
reported that interviews at Admissions were
up 26 percent and the average financial aid
grant had increased by nearly three thousand
dollars. She also reported that the endow¬
ment had risen five percent to 165 million.
One interesting information report was
from the Asheville group. The Asheville
group consists of Pam Baker, Amy Bradfield,
Matt Cote, Paqui Lopez, John Smedley, and
Elizabeth Tobin, who all traveled to the
University of North Carolina in Asheville in
June to attend the Asheville Institute on
General Education. The primary objective of
the Asheville group is to “begin a conversa¬
tion about our goals for a Bates education, as
a necessary prelude to understanding whether
our current requirements for all Bates stu¬
dents fit with our goals” according to the
Bates website.
The Ashevillp group
described the actions they had taken since the
beginning of this academic year. .$0.1)$, the
group has held two dinners, two lunches and
two happy hours, to which all faculty were
invited, in order to discuss broad and general
questions about the goals of a Bates educa¬
tion such as “What are we doing with a Bates
education that we’re pleased with0 What
might we like to add to a Bates education0
What is distinctive about a Bates education0"
The group will continue to hold these meet¬
ing throughout the remainder of the semester.
Some of the discussion for next scheduled
meetings of the group, include questions such
as “What principles are behind a Bates edu¬
cation?” and “what process might we pursue
after
voting
to
re-examine
all¬
student requirements?”
Notes on all the
meetings are available on the Dean of faculty
website.
The meetings will continue
throughout the remainder of the year and
some will include student comments on the
various discussion topics.

The Crosstones, Bates only co-ed A capella group performed at Saturday
night’s concert; the Manic Optimists also performed during this show.
study abroad, and additional planetarium
shows. Both the men’s and women’s soccer
teams, as well as the football and field hockey
teams, faced Bowdoin on Saturday (see related
articles). Among the spectators at Garcelon
Field to watch the football teams face off were
players from the Class of 1960, including Alan
Wayne who now covers college football pro¬
fessionally. A second A capella concert featur¬
ing the Crosstones and the Manic Optimists

was held on Saturday as well as a second per¬
formance by the Bates Modem Dance
Company.
Sunday was a much quieter day than the two
previous days. A breakfast reception with
President Hansen was held in Keck Classroom.
The College also offered several religious serv¬
ices. For more information, please visit the
College’s website at www.bates.edu /par¬
ents weekend-bates . xml.

RA REOPENS NOMINATIONS FOR SENIOR CLASS PRES.
by TIM AYERS
ASSISTANT EDITOR
At this week’s RA meeting, the assembly
addressed several important issues and then
heard a presentation by Housing Director Erin
Foster Zsiga on smoking in the dorms.
During the officer reports at the start of the
meeting, Parliamentarian Tahsin Alam
announced that he was seeking a motion from
the floor to reopen the nomination period for
senior class President and Secretary. He
explained that there had been some controver¬
sy due to a lack of publicizing of the nomina¬
tion period and some seniors may not have
known about it. A bill had been presented ear¬
lier in the week to reopen the nominations, but
it was not necessary because all of the current
candidates approved a vote by the Assembly.
The RA voted to reopen the nomination
period, at which point Solomon Berman pro¬

posed a motion to shorten the period to two
days from a week and then to shorten the fol¬
lowing campaign period to five days, in order
to have the elections next week. Graham
Veysey countered Berman by suggesting the
nomination period last only for 24 hours,
which sparked a debate over having enough
time for everyone to be nominated versus not
letting the elections drag on for too long.
Berman’s motion passed, meaning nomina¬
tions are open until Wednesday night, and
everyone previously nominated was re-nominated during the meeting.
Following the vote, the floor was opened to
committee reports, and senior Jeff Kazin
announced that due to unexpected demand, the
Library is looking into staying open until 3am
during reading week.
For new business, the RA approved the
executive appointment of Fabio Periera as the
new RA secretary to replace Christopher van

der Lugt, who stepped down last week. The
RA also approved the executive appointments
to several student-faculty committees, and vot¬
ing was extended until midnight on Monday on
a bill to combine the Postering and Chalking
Committees into one committee.
Following the RA’s new business Erm
Foster Zsiga and Dean Holly Gumey joined
the meeting. Foster addressed the issue of
smoking in dorm rooms on campus, and dis¬
tributed the results of a smoking survey con¬
ducted last year. She said that Bates is one of
a very small number of colleges that still
allows smoking in dorm rooms and cited
Bowdoin and USM as two colleges that have
eliminated all smoking on campus. Foster said
the school is looking for student input on this
issue, as they did two years ago when they
banned smoking in all public areas inside
buildings.
See RA, p. 7

Improved Athletic Facilities Are High on Students’Agenda
by KIRSTEN TERRY
STAFF WRITER
On Wednesday Oct. 29 an open forum was
held in Chase Lounge to discuss the condition
of the Bates fitness facilities and what should
be done to update them. In response to recent
complaints about the lack of up-to-date equip¬
ment, Senior Class Representative Joey Gracia
organized the meeting with the help of
Assistant Athletic Director Marsha Graef.
More than a dozen students showed up to vent
their concerns in person, while just as many
expressed their complaints through emails that
Gracia shared with the assembled group.
The student body at Bates is clearly interest¬
ed and dedicated to physical fitness; one look
around campus will offer enough proof of that
assertion. 60% of students participate in at least
one of the 30 varsity sports or 12 club teams
offered at Bates. This commitment to exercise,
however, extends beyond athletic teams. The
Davis Fitness Center in Underhill Arena and

the cardiovascular room on the second floor of
Merrill Gymnasium are popular places for stu¬
dents to do individual workouts.
The first item on the evening’s agenda con¬
cerned students’ opinions on the cardiovascular
room. Many feel that this area is in the most
need of attention. According to student
accounts, the small room and dark atmosphere
are not conducive to exercise and it is often
hard to find open machines. Due to a lack of
equipment, people are waiting for treadmills
and the elliptical machine on a regular basis. In
the eyes of some meeting attendants, these
machines are not even worth the wait. “One of
the treadmills is literally a safety hazard,”
argued one distressed student. One solution
that was offered to these cramped quarters was
to place machines around the perimeter of the
indoor track. This would involve purchasing
more equipment, which would be a larger
investment for the school than simply fixing
See FACILITIES, p. 7

»
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Students discuss concerns and possible solutions to insufficient athletic
facilities at a meeting on Wednesday night.
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RA Considers
STUDENT GROUP, MOVEMENT384, WORKS TO
STUDENTS WORK TO
OPEN DIALOGUE ABOUTRACISMATBATES Banning Smoking IMPROVE FACILITIES
MOVEMENT 384
Continued from p. 1
es students of color through silence and overt
acts of hatred,” Shuttleworth said, noting the
absence of a public response coming from Lane
Hall.
Frustrated with the elapsed time since Sept.
13, Movement 384 sent an open letter to facul¬
ty members on Oct. 27, stating:
“We expect your cooperation in allotting 1)
web space on the Bates College web site; 2)
$3,000 to fund the campaign, the forum and the
establishment of the organization; 3) we
request that one of the
Deans of the Students
hold hands with Brent
Shuttleworth outside
of Merrill Gymnasium
at 12:00 p.m. on
Saturday, Nov. 1. We
anticipate a timely
response from each
Dean and faculty rep¬
resentative by Friday,
Oct. 30.”
The Movement plans to hold future meetings
throughout the year and beyond, at which point
the name will change to Movement 385, 386,
387 and so on. The next meeting will be held in
Chase Lounge at 6:00 p.m. on Nov. 17.
“Movement 384 is a student initiative culti¬
vated to empower, inspire, impassion and stim¬
ulate social consciousness among students,
administration and faculty, providing encour¬
agement for people to start asking questions of
themselves and of others,” Shuttleworth said.
“This organization is seeking to recognize,
challenge and ultimately deconstruct the mani¬

festations of white supremacist ideology (and
other forms of hate) on this campus and in the
lives of every person involved,” Shuttleworth
added. “Due to the recent emergence of hate
crimes at Bates, Movement 384 has been con¬
ceived to directly address and confront these
acts that seek to denigrate and dehumanize the
lives of members of the student population.”
The Deans remain focused at creating cam¬
pus discourse to racism at Bates and the world,
promising Movement 384 and undisclosed
amount of funds and backing to create discus¬
sion.
“The conversation needs to be active and
engaging rather than
divisive,” Reese said.
“We believe in the
objectives they are try¬
ing to achieve. Although
we recognize the initia¬
tives might be outside
us, whatever they do,
we’ll come and be sup¬
portive and a part of it.
We don’t back down
from these situations.
We’ve
had
them
before.”
Working beyond the immediacy of recent
events, Reese stated the importance of continu¬
ing conversation and sharing perspectives so all
students can feel safe and comfortable on cam¬
pus.
“What some people see as comfortable,
some don’t,” Reese said. “And it’s because of
certain biases and assumptions people are get¬
ting from different places. We don’t want peo¬
ple to freeze or distance themselves in the con¬
versation.”

“Movement 384 is a stu¬
dent intiative cultivated
to empower, inspire,
impassion and stimulate
social consciousness
among students,” -Brent
Shuttleworth

DEBATING CASINOSJN MAINE
Chief Dana argues in favor ofcasinos, saying “Life for tribal members
is not what it could be and is not what it should be. ”
CASINOS
Continued from p. 1
would receive 100 million dollars annually, in
tax revenue, without “one dollar of taxpayer
money.” Half of the tax revenue would be sole¬
ly used for education. The casino would also
become the largest consumer of a number of
Maine goods such as blueberries and lobster
and would, in turn, boost local industries (like
the trucking industry), according to Dana.
Chief Barry Dana defined the casino as a
“resort casino.” “In terms of economic devel¬
opment no project in America... has come even
as close to solving a tribe’s economic problems
as this,” explained Dana. He also outlined the
history of abuse against Maine tribes from the
state and federal governments. The Penobscot
River is rife with dioxins (from local industrial
waste), which are said to cause cancer as well
as diabetes. He explained that the Penobscot
nation does indeed have its own hospital, but
due to a lack of funds, those with serious and
more expensive injuries (the example given
was of a person in need of a hip replacement)
are often put on “deferred lists” to wait until
enough funding is acquired.
As Dana
explained “life for tribal members is not what it
could be and is not what it should be.”
Though Chief Dana and his family are well
off he asked “what about the other tribal mem¬
bers.” To illustrate the poverty of the tribe he
brought up the Penobscot museum which “is so
small that it can fit in the back of a pickup
truck.”
According to Chief Dana, the 1980 Maine
Indian Claims Settlement Act gave local tribes
81.5 million dollars to purchase back “land
[which] we previously owned.” In response to
the complaint that the proposed amendment
cannot be altered without the consent of the
tribes, Dana pointed out that the 1980 act can¬
not be changed without consent from the Maine
legislature.
The majority of Dana speech was spent
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Chief Barry Dana of the Penobscot
Tribe speaks to students.
rebutting claims from the CasinosNO! cam¬
paign. He likened the much feared ‘children’s
bazaar games’ to games found at Maine county
fairs. The intent, as he described, is for non¬
profit organizations to come in and run these
games. The facility, located on state land,
would be “totally subject to state law.”
According to Dana, the bazaar games provision
was created out of a desire to “preserve the
opportunity but it’s not in the plan.”
Maine has lost 17,000 jobs in the past three
years and Dana said the proposed casino would
help regain more than half of those lost jobs.
Any employees working 28 hours a week are
considered full time workers and would receive
full benefits.
Dana was accompanied by a team of three
campaign members, who were equipped with
stickers, posters, flyers, and lawn signs. Dana
is a graduate of the University of Maine where
he received his associate degree in education
and a bachelor’s degree in forestry.
The Brooks-Quimby Debate Team hosted a
debate in Chase Lounge as well on Thursday
over the topic. The audience sided with the
side that opposed the proposed amendment.

On Campus
RA
Continued from p. 6

Foster said the student body is divided on
whether to ban smoking altogether on campus.
Several RA members expressed their displeas¬
ure with people smoking in nearby rooms and
having the smell enter their room. People also
complained about smoking directly outside of
buildings, and Foster explained that Maine
actually has a law banning smoking within 50
feet of public buildings, but that Bates does
not enforce this.

Reaching A Compromise
JB
Continued from p. 1
ly 20 JB residents. According to Hochstadt “it
was a really good meeting... we talked for
about an hour and a half.” The residents made
a counter proposal, which was formally sub¬
mitted on Monday, Nov. 3, to BAD, EARL,
and the Deans of Students.

FACILITIES
Continued from p. 6
what is already there.
Students also expressed their issues with the
Davis Fitness Center. Suggestions were offered
about small changes that could be made to the
weight room. For instance, many feel more
importance should be placed on maintaining
the facility. This would involve making towels
available to wipe down the machines, adding
another sit-up mat, and reupholstering some of
the weight benches. The addition of a cable
cross-over machine, a more versatile piece of
workout equipment, was raised as a way to get
the most out of limited funds. People also
vocalized a need for more amenities in the
Fitness Center, like fans and a television.
Another apparent problem was the number of
people using the weight room at the same time;
this is particularly true in the afternoon, when
the majority of students using the weight room
are members of sports teams. At the meeting, a
general consensus arose that the gym needs to
be geared toward everyone.
At the same time, however, concerns about
the weight room and the cardio room were not
limited to workout tendencies. Students felt
that the upkeep of these facilities is a matter of
school pride. Many recalled not being shown
the athletic facilities on tours of Bates as
prospective students. Thus, the condition of the
weight and cardiovascular rooms are important
to both students and the image of Bates
College. Modifications will be costly, but they
are necessary to satisfy athletic and aesthetic
needs of our community. Unfortunately, no
money is currently set aside to make major
additions. The athletic department shares stu¬
dent’s disappointment in the situation. “It’s
definitely frustrating on my part to see the
same stuff in there year after year,” comment¬
ed Graef when asked about any future renova¬
tion plans. A small budget is given to these
facilities each year, 75% of which is used to
repair the current cardio machines, with the
remainder used to pay student supervisors. The
creation of the cardio and fitness centers was
initiated with donation funds, and a significant
contribution from the endowment is the only
way the updates that need to be made can be
accomplished. This meeting was just the
beginning of an ongoing process, but with con¬
tinuing input and pressure from students and
generous donations from benefactors, results
might be seen soon.

The counter proposal essentially asks for a
change from an absolute moratorium on alco¬
hol in the JB lounge to a moratorium on non¬
blue slipped alcohol use in the lounge. JB res¬
idents felt that, by allowing blue-slipped alco¬
hol events, the counter proposal would help the
administration in its attempts to keep alcohol
on campus. The penalty for those drinking
during non-blue slipped times in the JB lounge
would be a 300-space drop in the housing lot¬
tery. Also the proposal mandates that the per¬
son who blue-slipped the lounge be accompa¬
nied by a security guard before, after and the
morning after a blue-slipped event to inspect
the lounge for damage.
Dean Gurney and Professor Hochstadt view
this problem in an optimistic light. Dean
Gurney said that “this is exactly what we want
- we want students to invest themselves in the
process of self-governing.” Dean Gurney
hopes this will act as a sort of “pilot program”
and will help in “moving more deliberately...
toward [creating] a better living community.”
Hochstadt explained that “we don’t see this as
only a negative thing, we want to offer a posi¬
tive model as well.” A number of residences
like, Clason and the Village, have done well
avoiding dorm damage, and Hochstadt hopes
to positively reinforce good behavior as well.
According to Hochstadt, “one of
the objections that students made...
is that there wasn’t any warning.”
Birkner, JB’s RA representative,
explained that due to what she calls
“a huge lack of communication” and
the absence of any warning the JB
residents created the proposal.
Hochstadt response to these com¬
plaints is that, “there have been
ample warnings that dorm damage
isn’t acceptable.” “The reason we
made the proposal... is that we felt it
was an us vs. them thing” and “by
proposing this we’re directly
involved in making the policy,”
Birkner explained. According to
Birkner many JB residents feel that
they were inadequately represented
during the creation of the initial pro¬
posal. JB residents feel they are
being punished twice by having to
pay for damages as well as being Movie Times Effective Fri. 10/31 Through Tues. 11/07
banned from drinking alcohol in
their own. Birkner explained that Matrix Revolutions (R)
1:20,1:45,4:10,4:35,7:00,7:25, 9:35,10:00
“by banning parties it’s hurting the
_Wed 11/5 9:00AM, 10:00 AM_
whole campus, not just JB,” which
flies in the face of the campus initia¬ Brother Bear (G)_12:55, 3:00,7:05, 8:55_
tive to move parties back on campus. Underworld (R)_Wed 11/5, Thurs 11/6 9:00_
Over the next several days a rep¬ Runaway Jury (PG13)_1:40,4:25,7:20, 9:50,_
resentative from JB, Siri Berman, Scary Movie 3 (PG13)_1:05,3:10,5:10,7:10,9:15
will be meeting with members of The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (R) 1:00,3:05, 5:10, 7:30,9:40_
EARL, BAD, and Deans of
Students. Dean Gurney explained Mystic River (R)_12:55, 3:45,7:00, 9:45_
that the administration hopes to Kill Bill (R)_1:15,4:05,7:15,9:30_
“have a response to JB in regards to Good Boy! (PG)_1:00,2:55,4:50,6:50_
their proposal for an alternative ISchool of Rock (PG13)_1:10,4:00,7:10,9:35_
sanction” before the end of the EH (PG) Starting 11/7_1:00,3:05,5:10,7:15, 9:20
week.
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Beyond the Bates Bubble
An Inside Look at Fat City Grill
by SARAH PARUOLO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Sad because your study schedule doesn’t
allow time for all those Happy Days
reruns? Well you’re in luck - just hop on
down to the Fat City Grill in Lewiston.
Although I didn’t see any waitresses in
roller skates serving up burgers and fries at
car windows (mind you, it was raining
out), this restaurant takes you back to the
good old days. Located at 757 Main Street
in Lewiston across from Marden’s
Discount, Fat City Grill has a central loca¬
tion in downtown Lewiston and is just
minutes away from the Bates campus.
The Fat City Grill opened just this
August by business partners Janice Bailey
and Norm Berry. The two decided to go in
this diner style eatery together and mod¬
eled it after Janice’s childhood dream. “I
had always imagined owning a restaurant
with turquoise walls,” reminisces Bailey.
And turquoise those walls are. They are
adorned with pictures of Elvis, records,
guitars and murals with 1950’s celebs like
Marilyn Monroe, James Dean and
Humphrey Bogart. The murals that grace
the walls of the Fat City Grill are done by
Clint Magoon, the same artist who did the
walls at Mac’s Grill. The jukebox by the
door plays all of your favorite tunes from
the 50’s and 60’s, none of that new stuff “it’s too harsh”. Aiming at a relaxed
atmosphere that everybody can enjoy, the
owners looked for inspiration from “a time
when things were just simpler.” Back in
the fifties, the term “fat city” meant ‘things
are good’, hence the inspiration for the
restaurant’s name.

day.
Bailey and Berry are originally from
Sabattus and Turner, respectively, and say
they draw a mostly local crowd but would
love to see some more Bates faces! They
encourage students to come down, try out
their food and their service and bring their
friends. Breakfast is served all day, so
there is no need to rush downtown, but the
restauranr also offers complete lunch and
dinner menus. So if you want breakfast and
your friend wants a sandwhich, you’ve
found the perfect compromise. You can get
any of your basic breakfast combos, all of
which are under $5, or order an omelet
loaded with all of your favorites. Both the
lunch and dinner menus include a number
of delightful sandwiches, seafood dishes
and pastas. They also carry their signature
items: the Fat City Burger and the Fat City
Brownie Sundae. The burger is a half
Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student
pound of beef with your choice of top¬
The owner of Fat City Grill, Janice Bailey (right), sits at one of her restau¬ pings, served with fries and a pickle. The
brownie sundae is one of their larger
rant’s tables.
desserts and all the brownies are made
Each table has fact sheets on it from a waitress in a poodle skirt! You and your fresh right at the restaurant, just like all of
different year in the
- friends can crowd their desserts. In addition to the menu,
decade; the statis¬
around a large table, there are daily specials to fit the season.
tics include facts
7
7
., t
. ,
r squeeze into a comfy
The Grill boasts a reasonably priced menu
booth> or pull up a
ranging from the
that offers a wide variety so there is sure to
cost of gas (just 22
stool at the black and be something for everyone to enjoy.
cents a gallon in
white
checkered
The Fat City Grill is open seven days a
1953!) to what was
counter for some fast week from 7am until 8pm, except Mondays
on the radio to the
and friendly service. when it closes at 2pm. So now that your
average
family
As your soda is parents have gone home and you won’t be
income.
served to you in a tra¬ getting another expensive meal at the
ditional Coca-Cola Black Watch or Cooks for awhile, throw on
Additionally, it is
not uncommon to
glass, you will forget your bobby socks and head on over to the
all your 2003 cares Fat City Grill.
see families laughing around a table while being served by a and relax like your parents did back in the

“[The turquoise walls] are
adorned with pictures of
Elvis, records, guitars
and murals with 1950’s
celebs like Marilyn
Monroe, James Dean and
Humphrey Bogart ”
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WANT TO MEET THE FIRST LADY OF
THE UNITED STATES??

JOIN THE COLLEGE REPUBLICANS AND
MAKE IT HAPPEN IN 1 WEEK!
Register for this HUGE Event—South Portland, Monday, November 10th at 4:00 PM.
Contact asimon@bates.edu or owolf@bates.edu for more info ASAP!!_
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Arts & Entertainment

Portland String Quartet Plays to Perfection
by LOUIS DENNIG
STAFF WRITER
After playing for a long time together, a
string quartet can learn how each other plays so
well that they can seamlessly glide through
music, and look like there is little effort
involved in playing with perfect intonation.
This is the case for the Portland String Quartet
who played in the Olin Arts Center on
November 2 to a nearly full house. The Quartet
includes violinists Stephen Kecskemethy and
Ronald Lantz, violist Julia Adams and cellist
Paul Ross. Kecskemethy and Adams also give
private lessons for Bates students.
To open the concert the Quartet played the
“String Quartet in G major, K.387” by
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Throughout the
piece one can’t help notice the way that each
member of the group seems to move in unison
with the others, as though they all know what
part of the music is coming up next for each
See QUARTET, p.10

by MATT HEFFERNAN
MUSIC COLUMNIST
The Dropkick Murphys will be play¬
ing the State Theatre in Portland on

in a week.
The two horses are natural enemies, sort of
make the Hatfields and McCoys look like Bert
and Ernie. There is no co-existing between the
two breeds; it is a real life Tom and Jerry
escapade, a Road Runner and Wily Coyote
adventure throughout America’s hallways.
And, like their cartoon counterparts, the work¬
horse’s lessons always go unlearned.
A fine line was drawn down the middle of the
feedbag a long time ago — there is no middle
ground and the lineage can be traced through¬
out history. You either laugh with the irony of
the nicknames, or it’s laughing at you.
By nature, the workhorse knows he’s a stud.
He’ll walk up to a filly, about as graceful as a
mechanical bull, and say something like, “Hey,
my name is Mr. Ed, but you can call me
Triscuit. You know, it’s not for nibblers baby!”
And workhorses are quick to assert their domi¬
nance, belittling their counterparts with clever
tirades such as, “Ha Ha! Teacher’s
pet...teacher’s pet!” Little do they realize, as
they sit row upon row, each locked in his stable
also known as in-school suspension, that the
deafening silence in the room is the simple
echoes of that word irony. Some just call it bad

Thursday November 131*1 at 7:30 PM.
If you aren’t very familiar with the
Dropkick Murphys they are the first
band to very successfully combine
punk rock with traditional Irish folk
music. Coming from in and around
South Boston, they write about their
pride of their Irish heritage, their
working class roots and activism, and
the Bruins. And why not the Bruins?
They’re famous now, they can write a
song about the Bruins and sell copies.
They are currently promoting their lat¬
est album Blackout, which is named
after one of the songs on the album
“Gonna Be a Blackout Tonight” written
and originally performed by Woody
Guthrie.
That’s right, that Woody
Guthrie. They always put on a fun, and
most of the time rowdy show, which
will be coming soon to a town near
you.
If you are interested in a band that
has created their own musical genre
mixing punk and folk, but are a little
put off or a little intimidated by punk
rock, the State Theatre is the perfect
venue to try it out for the first time.
The ample amount of theatre seating in
the back will afford you with a place to
escape if you aren’t interested in the
very physical environment closer to the
stage. The Murphys have become
increasingly more folk through the
years, but this will definitely be a punk
show. This will not be a place to sway
around in one spot, maybe make a few
gyrations of the hips. This is a punk
show, with a band who came onto the
scene as a mix of punk and hardcore
with punk influences. There will be a
moshpit, crowd surfing, and if the
Portland scene can keep it together
everyone will release some aggression,
come out feeling very close to every¬
one in the room, and no one will get
hurt. Don’t be scared off though. If

See HORSES, p.10

See MURPHYS, p.10
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Three members of the Portland String Quartet at their performance on
Sunday.

HIGH SCHOOL: IF THE HORSESHOE FITS...
by MATT GAGNE
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Ah, high school. No, public high school.
Remember the good-ol’ days? Lunch ladies and
detention hall, football stars and band geeks?
How ‘bout class clowns and bus rides, or smok¬
ing in the bathroom, sleeping in class and mak¬
ing out in the hallway — your proverbial
would-you-like-fries-with-that education and
instruction manual on how not to grow up.
But this was New Hampshire, the only place
where people fall into three distinct categories
— workhorses, racehorses and liquid adhesive,
Elmer’s finest.
The racehorse-workhorse vendetta came out
of gym class. Coach K, 63-years-old and scari¬
er than Richard Simmons counting jumping
jacks in a tutu, would spend 20 minutes a day
babbling about proper weightlifting techniques
and how steroids make your penis shrivel up
like a ball of dried wax. We sat there, in gym
class, wondering if he knew from experience,
not wanting to ever find out.
Eventually the day of reckoning came.
“What’rirrr the differenccccce between racehorresrrrr and workhorrerrrsr?” he screamed,
slurring his speech and sharing DNA samples
with those dumb enough to sit in the front row.

The analogy broke down into the proper tech¬
niques of calf muscle raises and how different
types of football players — the slow and the
fast — have different muscle structures. And so
the analogy carried over to everyday life, if
that’s what you call the time we spent not
watching Coach K bust a hernia over his morn¬
ing cup of testosterone.
Workhorses are the most common breed,
outnumbering racehorses 6:1 on days half the
football team forgets to skip. The criteria is
simple. You’re either big and dumb, or you
have big, dumb friends. Weak in body, strong in
mind, racehorses are the rarest breed, the kids
who realize opposable thumbs are more than a
sign for getting kicked out of class and weren’t
made for the sole purpose of playing video
games. Racehorses are the honors kids, though
anyone on a fourth-grade reading holds an hon¬
orary degree.
Life for the racehorse consists of the five S’s:
shit, shower, shave, success and survival. This,
of course, assumes a standard baseline, like
being able to spell your name and the desire to
not be shoved in a locker by a Clydesdale with
an IQ lower than his jersey number, say -4.
Life for the workhorse consists of two S’s:
shower and success, the latter being measured
by the number of showers one manages to take

Top-Notch Action on DVD
by LOUIS DENNIG
STAFF WRITER
Spielberg and Lucas fans can finally
rejoice! The much too long awaited DVD
of the Indiana Jones trilogy released last
Tuesday October 28 nation-wide and while
the wait was far too long, it was well worth
it. The DVD collection is like watching the
films for the first time again since the pic¬
ture quality and sound have been improved
ten-fold from the VHS versions. Despite
the fact that DVD players have been wide¬
spread for several years and the technology
has been readily available for even longer,
Lucas and Spielberg didn’t put their most
well known works, Star Wars and Indiana
Jones, respectively on DVD until now, and
still we only have one.
The newest and most exciting thing about
the DVD release is the just over three hour
long disc of bonus materials, which
includes an impressive in depth look at the
making of the trilogy, how it was cast, info
on the famous stunts and interviews with
Spielberg and Lucas about how the films
were originally conceived.
Apparently, Lucas had two ideas on his
shelf about a hero journey, one was set in
space, and one was about an archaeologist
discovering artifacts while being pursued at

Dropkick Murphys
Come to the State

every turn by Nazi Germany. Lucas decid¬
ed to go with the space movie that ended up
becoming one of the most famous movie
series of all time: Star Wars. Indiana Jones
then became a hand-me-down to Spielberg
after Star Wars became such a huge suc¬
cess. With Spielberg on to direct, and
Lucas signed up for producing all they
needed was an actor to play the hero then
called Indiana Smith.
Originally Tom Selleck was going to be
cast as Indiana Jones, but he had to follow
through with a deal from CBS to star in
Magnum P.I. which as Spielberg said,
“Brought him to huge heights of fame and
fortune and we’re very happy for him.”
Lucas and Spielberg then turned to
Harrison Ford, who wasn’t cast originally
because Lucas didn’t want to have Ford star
in a fifth movie for him after American
Graffiti, and the Star Wars trilogy. But
after Selleck fell through, Ford got the call
and became known forever as Indiana
Jones.
Raiders of the Lost Ark, The Temple of
Doom and the Last Crusade all embody
what a perfect action movie is, a lot of
character, a lot of humor but most of all a
whole lot of action and adventure. These
films are all epic, traveling around the
See JONES, p.10

At Bates and in the Area
Tuesday, Nov. 4
- 8:00p.m., Bruce “Sunpie”
Barnes gives lecture “Blues You
Can Use” in Olin 130
Wcdnesd.as, Nov. 5
- 8:00p.m., play “One Night”
will be performed in the Silo.
- 8:30p.m., Jackie Chan movie
“Who Am I?” playing in Olin
105
Thursday. Nov. 6
- 7:30p.m., “A Kalahari Film” in
Keck
- 9:00p.m., Village Club Series
in the Silot

8:00p.m.,
Award
Winning
Pianist Jon Nakamtsu plays in
the Olin Concert Hall.
- 9:00p.m., Bowdoin College
Poetry Slam, at Jack McGee’s
Pub
Saturday. Nov. 8
- 7:00p.m., Hamlet is being per¬
formed in Schaeffer Theatre
- Opens
Museum
Magic:
Portland

today at the Portland
of Art: “30 years of
Behind the Scenes at
Stage Company.”
Sunday, Nov..9

- 1:00p.m., Carmen Nadeau and
Paul Jalbert sing in Olin.

Friday, Nov..7

Mppday, Nov. 10

- 7:00p.m. Hamlet is being per¬
formed in Schaeffer Theatre

- Bate College Republicans meet
First Lady Laura Bush in South
Portland. Contact asimon for
information
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The Good OF Days of Public High School
HORSES
Continued from p. 9
oats.
Racehorses are content in their pursuit of
knowledge: witty, intelligent, quick from the
gates, still willing to run the course of the
marathon. The problem arises when workhors¬
es, having the attention span of a firefly, put
down their copy of See Spot Run and actually
chase after the racehorse.
The phrase “piss like a racehorse” came from
high school. Workhorses, finding amusement
in meandering the hall 17 abreast and slower
than their collective mental capacity, will
attempt to comer the racehorse. If you wait too
long to do your business, you’ll end up taking
a swim in the trough — nothing but swirlies in
the second floor bathroom. It isn’t bad all the
time, just when workhorses are in there waiting
for you and giving the words “high school” an
all new meaning.
Intelligence is the determining factor. In the
cafeteria, the workhorse is the student who uses
his sleeve after every meatball sub. The race¬
horse says you have to be smarter than a nap¬
kin.
Racehorses wake up in the morning, shower
and put the finishing touches on last night’s
homework. Workhorses, on the other hand,
wake up and plan devious schemes aimed at
destroying the racehorse, trying to find a way to

comer them in the bathroom to copy last
night’s homework. Those schemes, however,
have the efficiency rating of a blind, deaf,
mute, double-amputee quarterback in St.
Mary’s Sunday afternoon flag football league.
The racehorses’ biggest disappointment in
life is knowing they can never do away with the
workhorse like any reasonable cowboy, in this
case let’s say the principal or even the part-time
school nurse, would do by clearing out the
classrooms...you know...emptying out the
chamber, that sort of thing.
The sad part is almost everyone crosses the
finish line, at the same pace. But the second
you graduate, you’re gone. You’re out of the
race and you find yourself waiting in line for
the glue factory. Some go quicker than others.
Some find their way to the employment win¬
dow. Some go in and never come out. Some go
to buy liquid adhesive, wanting to slap that big
ol’ diploma on the wall.
The beauty of it is everyone knows a work¬
horse. You know the type. The guy who actual¬
ly looks like a horse, the one who probably did
glue his diploma to the wall paper, the guy who
stares at it in complete admiration every single
day, proud of the fact he was the one smart
enough to sit in the back row for gym class.
That glue used to plaster the diploma on the
wall? A mix of Coach K’s saliva and brain.

Astrachan and Glazer Accompany String Quartet
QUARTET
Continued from p. 9
instrument and can feel the music collectively
running through the players. The highlight of
this first piece was the Molto allegro, where all
four artists played difficult fast parts that indi¬
vidually might have sounded quite different
from one another, but were crafted together
harmoniously.
Adams and Ross especially
played with great emotion during this move¬
ment, digging in to each note to deliver a pre¬
cise and powerful piece.
The nicest thing about watching the Quartet
is that they seemed genuinely happy to be play¬
ing together.
Lantz glanced over to
Keckemethy several times before a downbeat
with a broad smile on his face, seemingly
awaiting the next opportunity to harmonize
with the group.
The second piece was “La Bonne Chansons,
Opus 61” featuring the soprano Christina
Astrachan and pianist Frank Glazer. Astrachan
possesses an incredible operatic voice, able to
be heard clearly even without a microphone in
front of a quartet and a piano. The French song
was delivered with a lot of emotion from
Astrachan. One could see in her face the
expression of the words pouring out although

both her singing and face were never over-thetop, but elegant.
Following the intermission Astrachan and
Glazer again brilliantly accompanied the
Quartet in “Chanson Perpetuelle (Endless
Song)” by Ernest Chausson. The Quartet and
Glazer then stayed on to play “Piano Quintet in
E flat major, Opus 44” by Robert Scumann.
This song wonderfully displayed the talents of
the quartet, especially the violinist
Kecskemethy who looks absolutely effortless
in his playing of some extremely difficult pas¬
sages. Kecskemethy was completely in control
of the violin and played so crisp and precise
that his notes cut through the music in a beau¬
tiful way. The highlight of the piece, and the
concert was the Scherzo (Molto vivace) where
all the quartet shared brilliant passages between
each other and passed off melodies back and
forth with the greatest of ease, in this passage
especially the artists seems to be completely in
tune with one another, preparing for each oth¬
ers entrances and playing decrescendos and
crescendos perfectly in sync with one another.
The Quartet’s next performance will be in
Presque Isle, Maine on Nov 22, tickets are
available
through
www. poitlandstrmgquarte t. org.

Improved Indiana Jones
JONES
Continued from p. 9
globe in the famous shots where the red line
passes from city to city as Indy flies around
the world seeking out buried artifacts that
have laid dormant for thousands of years.
In Raiders of the Lost Ark, Indiana Jones
is in search of the lost Ark of the Covenant,
which is said to hold the actual tablets that
God inscribed the 10 commandments on.
Indy is thrust into a race against the Nazi’s
to find the true resting place of the Ark
inside the biblical city of Tannis. On his
adventure he meets Alfred Molina, in his
film debut as Indy’s guide through the rain¬
forest while Indy tries to find the lost Idol
in the opening sequence of Raiders. John
Rhys Davies, better known now as Gimli
from The Lord of the Rings, plays the con¬
tractor who controls the dig site at Tannis
and helps guide Indy into the map room
which then leads them to the actual resting
place of the Ark. After finding the Ark and
having it stolen by a rival Nazi archaeolo¬
gist Indy is stuck inside a temple filled with
snakes, and as Indy says, “Why does it have
to be snakes, I hate snakes!”
Raiders truly embodies a perfect action
movies, the story twists and turns through¬
out in a story that truly spans the globe.
After losing the Ark for the first time he
chases down a brigade of Nazi’s guarding
the Ark while on a horse and ends up driv¬
ing the truck with the Ark in it into the sun¬
set, but of course that’s not the end of this
story, the Nazi’s then take back the Ark and
Indy must board a submarine in order to
steal it back once again, and all this hap¬
pens while we see Indy falling in love with
his one time flame Margaret whose father
was the foremost authority on the Ark.
Raiders is a perfect action film, there’s
never a dull moment throughout the film,

it’s brilliantly directed by arguably the best
and unarguably the highest money making
director of our time, and Harrison Ford
delivers a performance of legendary pro¬
portions that even more so solidifies him
into movie history as the true American
hero.
Raiders is only overtaken as the greatest
action movie by the third film in the series.
The Last Crusade brings together every
great aspect of Raiders, incorporates the
better technology that was available in the
later years, and most importantly, adds
Sean Connery to the cast. Crusade brings
the same excitement and humor and sense
of incredible adventure as the Raiders did,
but adds an incredible aspect as Indiana’s
father, Connery, constantly barrages Indy
with critiques on his actions and decisions
even while they are being chased and shot
at by Nazi’s. Indy’s father also brings a
very old-style hero aspect to the films, rely¬
ing on intellect and not firepower to bring
down his adversaries, in the classic scene
where Indy and his father are flying togeth¬
er while senior is manning the gun turret
and shooting down Nazi planes, senior
shows off his character by accidentally
shooting down the back of their own plane,
but then saying, “Son, I’m sorry, they’ve
gotten us.” And then after they’ve crashed
using his umbrella to send a flock of birds
into the propellers of the Nazi planes to
save him and his son.
The Indiana Jones trilogy shows off
American action films at their absolute
best, the intricate plot, incredible script, the
unforgettable music from John Williams,
and the great acting and directing from
Ford and Spielberg deliver a DVD collec¬
tion that embodies the feelings of an entire
generation and allows new viewers to expe¬
rience the films that created such a cult fol¬
lowing in their day in an entirely new light.

Fun Irish Punk Rock Band to Visit Portland
MURPHYS
Continued from p. 9
you are even the slightest bit impressed
with the Murphys on CD you have to
make it out to a show. Their live show
is incomparable to anything you have
yet to see.
To those of you old diehard Dropkick
fans this album and this tour seem to be
living up to everything we’ve come to
love and expect from the Boys from
Boston.
They’ve added some new
musicians over the years, especially
this album’s addition Scruffy Wallace,
the bagpipe player. But this is a pro¬
gression that has been waiting to hap¬
pen. On earlier albums the Murphys

always wanted more Irish instruments
in their music but had to get the old
guys from the VFW to play with them.
Due to their own influence they are
finding younger musicians who play
traditional instruments in punk form.
This is what Punk has been waiting for.
This is what Boston has been waiting
for.
If you’re a fan of punk music, if you
are a fan of folk music, if you are still
licking your wounds from Game 7, let’s
not talk about it, make your way down
to Portland on the 131*1. It’ll be a great
night for music. Think about it; a tour
for an album dedicated to the late, great
Joe Strummer deserves some attention.

Editor’s Movie Pick of the Week:
“Muppets From Space” (1999)
A Tim Hill Film
With Gonzo, Kermit, Miss Piggy, Fozzy, Pepe, Rizzo, and all of your other favorite Muppets
The Plot:
Gonzo is sad because he is the only one of his kind on earth, and so he sets off on a quest to find his family, only to dis¬
cover that he is an alien. He is captured by scientists who want to do research on his alien brain, and so his friends set off
on a mission to find and rescue him.
The Lowdown:
This movie is hilarious. From its disco soundtrack to the hilarious lines delivered by Pepe the Prawn, the movie will have
you screeching with laughter. However, don’t be suprised if you become a little teary-eyed at the end, when Gonzo final¬
ly meets his big-nosed alien family.
Quotations:
Pepe (to Rizzo, after Rizzo suggests that they tell Gonzo they’ve been playing a trick on him): You tell him, and I will
smack you. I will smack you like a bad bad donkey, okay?
A security guard (to Animal after they have a brief fling): Go on then, go. You’re all alike. You’re all... animals... Call
me?
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Question on the Quad

Tuesday November 4, 2003

What did you hide from
your parents this weekend?

“Our crystal meth
addiction”

“We put a bottle of
liquor in the
microwave”

“The male stripper we
keep in our closet”

“I was raised by
wolves”

Ian Buttermore, ‘04
Alex Strekel, ‘04

John D’Ascenzo, ‘07
Patrick Kenna, ‘07
Len White, ‘07

Alex Salton, ‘07
Rachel Stem, ‘07
Mari Wright, ‘07

John Ribas, ‘05

Reporting and Photographs by Charlotte Birkner and Joanna Dove
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Welcome Back Bates Students
Papa John's
i One 16” X-Large
I Cheese Pizza
I
I

ALL-WHITE-MEAT BREAST FILLETS
lender, crispy and golden brown. Perfect tor dipping!

PIZZA

AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL OR THIN
I Coupon required. Expires 5/31/04 Not vahd with any other

pAPA JOHNs

■ offer. Valid only a? participating locations. Customer pays ail
^applicable sales tax. Additional topples ex?:

I

Better Ingredients
Better Pizza.*
w

•*

*£&?%**» *
SjM |0=h.

Papa John's

I Papa’s Chickenstrips
and
I
Cheesesticks
I
I
I
I

$
only

Coupon required. Expires 5/31/04
Customer pays ail appiica&e sales tax

Lewiston

I

850 Lisbon Street

I

786-7272

|
I

I

Papa John's
Two 14” Large
One Topping

3,1499
AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL OR THIN

FREE DELIVERY AND CARRYOUT satfi

I Coupon required. Expires 5/31/04 Not valid with any other
■ offer. Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays ail
^applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra
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PLAYING FOR KEEPS NOW
REMATCH
Continued from p. 16
good look at the net, but Antinarelli came out to
make the save. Sweeper Ceci Clark cleared the
ball and the hosts maintained their 1-0 edge.
“Lynne has been outstanding in goal, coming
up with big saves whenever an opponent
has been able to penetrate our defense,” said
Murphy. “And Ceci does a fabulous job at
sweeper, communicating well with the other
defenders and with distributing the ball accu¬
rately when she passes.”
With momentum on their side, the Bobcats
came out firing in the second half, forcing
Shields to make several jumping saves. But
Crosby found a hole, hitting Alexander with a
touch pass leaving her alone with Shields.
Alexander shot it past her opponent with a low
line drive to the comer of the net, and Bates had
a two-goal edge.
“Crosby slit a through ball to me running in
on goal,” said Alexander. “She is great at pass¬
ing to people when they are making runs. We
had talked earlier in the game about finding the
through ball and splitting the defense, and after
she made an amazing pass i just got control of
it, and found the comer.”
Assists off the foot of Crosby is nothing new
to the Bobcats, as the senior has been setting up
Alexander, Benson, and first-year Mary Bucci
with passes all year long.
“Catherine continues to play, in my opinion,

the best soccer of any division three player in
New England,” says Murphy. “She is a total
team player who plays incredibly well both
offensively and defensively. You can tell how
much confidence her teammates have in her as
they are constantly looking to get her the ball.
She is a very creative player with a phenomenal
touch on the ball.”
The 2-0 lead stood for the rest of the game,
Antinarelli making two of her 11 saves in the
closing minute to preserve the shutout.
The day, however, belonged to the forward
from Cumberland, Maine.
“ Kim has been such an asset to the team this
year,” remarked Crosby. “Not only does she
know how to put the ball in the net, she also
does a great job of setting up plays and coming
back to help out on defense. She has a great
work ethic and has had a significant impact on
our team.”
More impressive, of course, is that
Alexander is playing just her first year of col¬
lege soccer. The transition did not always come
so easy, she recalls.
“Coming into the season I was very intimi¬
dated. We have some pretty intimidating play¬
ers on the team, but they also realize that we are
teammates and they are here to make us better
players and critique our game. Taking the
advice that has been given to us and applying it
to our game has made the transition much eas¬
ier. Every time we go out onto the field now it
isn’t about intimidation, it is about hard work

NESCAC POST SEASON
UPDATE

and dedication, and that is what our team is
about.”
Life was not as pretty earlier in the weekend
for Alexander and the Bobcats, as the team lost
its’ first place battle with Bowdoin the day
before beating Trinity. Saturday’s contest
against the Polar Bears was a game Bates could
easily have won, but an early Bowdoin goal off
the head of Melissa Anderson ended up being
more than the hosts could muster. Antinarelli
made three saves in a losing effort.
Due to various New England Small College
Athletic Conference tiebreakers, the Bobcats
finished as the leagues fourth seeded team, and
with the action from this past weekend com¬
plete, Bates will have a second chance on the
road this Saturday against the top seed.
“I think everyone is more than ready to get
another shot at Bowdoin,” said Crosby, the
team’s second leading scorer behind Alexander.
“We outplayed and outshot them and in my
opinion got unlucky. We are hungry for
revenge.”
The time for revenge will be Saturday in
Brunswick, and Alexander is both excited and
confident.
“The success we have had this season is
overwhelming. We have really come together
as a team and worked for each other. Each play¬
er out on the field trusts the teammates that are
out there with them, and that is why we have
done so well. We want to win for each other,
not for ourselves.”

NESCAC
UPDATE
FIELD HOCKEY - FINAL STANDINGS

Middlebury
Bowdoin
Williams
Amherst
Colby
Wesleyan
Tufts
Trinity
Conn. College
Bates

W
9
7
6
6
5
4
3
3
2
0

L
0
2
3
3
4
5
6
6
7
9

FOOTBALL

Trinity
Tufts
Williams
Amherst
Colby
Wesleyan
Middlebury
Bates
Hamilton
Bowdoin

W
7
5
5
4
4
4
3
2
1
0

L
0
2
2
3
3
3
4
5
6
7

Next Week
WESLEYAN
MIDDLEBURY
AMHERST
@ Williams
@ Bowdoin
@ Trinity
@ Tufts
@ Hamilton
BATES
COLBY

BOBCAT OF THE WEEK
MEN’S SOCCER - FINAL STANDINGS

Williams
Bowdoin
Amherst
Middlebury
Tufts
Wesleyan
Trinity
Conn. College
Colby
Bates

Field Hockey - First Round
# 2 Bowdoin 6, # 7 Tufts 0
# 3 Williams 3, # 6 Wesleyan 1
# 4 Amherst 1, # 5 Colby 0

W L 1
8 0 1
6 1 2
6 2 1
5 2 2
4 4 1
4 5 0
2 6 1
2 6 1
1 6 2
17 1

WOMEN’S SOCCER
FINAL STANDINGS

Men’s Soccer - First Round
# 2 Bowdoin 3, # 7. Trinity 0
# 6 Welseyan 1, # 3 Amherst 1
(Penalty Kicks Wesleyan 6-5)
# 4 Middlebury 1, # 5 Tufts 0

KIM ALEXANDER
The Rookie forward was named
NESCAC Player of the Week for
the final week of the regular sea¬
son.

Women’s Soccer - First Round
# 2 Amherst 0, # 7 Tufts 0
# 3 Williams 0, # 6 Middlebury 0
# 4 Bates 2, # 5 Trinity 0

On Deck This Week

The Bobcats’ leading scorer
scored three goals for Bates this
past week, including both goals in
a 2-0 win over Trinity in a first
round NESCAC Tournament game
on Sunday.

BATES ACTION
Fri.
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.

11/7
11/8
11/8
11/8
11/8

VOLLEYBALL VS. MIDDLEBURY (NESCAC TOURNEY)
MEN’S X-COUNTRY AT ECAC’S (MEDFORD, MA)
WOMEN’S X-COUNTRY AT ECAC’S (MEDFORD, MA)
FOOTBALL AT HAMILTON
WOMEN’S SOCCER AT BOWDOIN

6 P.M.
11A.M.
11A.M.
NOON
11A.M.

REGIONAL ACTION
Wed.
Thur.
Fri.
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.
Sun.
Sun.

11/5
11/6
11/7
11/8
11/8
11/8
11/9
11/9

BOSTON CELTICS AT DETROIT PISTONS
BOSTON BRUINS VS. SAN JOSE SHARKS
BOSTON CELTICS VS. NEW JERSEY NETS
BOSTON BRUINS VS. DALLAS STARS
UMAINE FOOTBALL AT MORGAN STATE
BC FOOTBALL VS. WEST VIRGINIA
BOSTON CELTICS VS. SACREMENTO KINGS
NE REVOLUTION VS. NY/NJ METRO STARS

7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7 P.M.
1P.M.
NOON
6 P.M.
4 P.M.

She started the week with an
insurance goal in a 2-0 win over
St. Joseph's on Tuesday.

Bowdoin
Amherst
Williams
Bates
Trinity
Middlebury
Tufts
Colby
Conn. College
Wesleyan

W
7
5
6
5
5
5
5
3
2
0

L T
2 0
2 2
3 0
2 2
3 1
4 0
4 0
5 1
7 0
9 0

VOLLEYBALL - FINAL STANDINGS

Williams
Bates
Colby
Amherst
Tufts
Wesleyan
Middlebury
Bowdoin
Conn. College
Trinity
Hamilton

w

L

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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SPOTLIGHT
PAGNOTTA

Continued from p. 15
Beth strikes a balance between her strong work
ethic, dedication to the sport of running, physi¬
cal and mental toughness, and, of course, her
humor. Practices are rarely dull with her pres¬
ence, as she is somehow able to have her team¬
mates rolling on the floor, hysterically laugh¬
ing.”
As captain of this year’s squad, Beth expects
more of herself than just strong performances.
“I always tried to lead by example, and now I
try to do it vocally as well. As a captain you
have to check in with your teammates emotion¬
ally and physically. Practices need to run
smoothly, the team needs to stay healthy.”
The women on the team have nothing but
praise for their hard-working captain. Firstyear Ann Lovely reflected, “She helped make
my transition to college much easier. The cross
country team would not be complete without
her and she is going to be greatly missed by us
all next year.” Megan Hamilton added, “Beth
is
an
incredible
teammate.
She is loving and supportive and constantly
looking after us. She makes us smile on smelly
van rides and long muddy runs and contributes
more to the overall chemistry of the team than
I know how to express.”
When looking back over the last four years
of cross country at Bates, Beth holds one par¬
ticular memory above the rest: the 2002
NESCAC Championships.
“I remember Julie [Dutton] and Katherine
[Creswell] were in front and had phenomenal
races. I worked with two teammates the entire
race, and during the last eight hundred meters
or so, I knew we were all pushing as hard as we
could. I remember coming into the shoot and
wanting to smile because I knew my teammates
were right behind me, and the girls in front of
me had a great race. When we finished we did¬

BOBCATS REGISTER 2ND WIN

n’t even know what place we had gotten, and
we were still ecstatic. It was everyone’s best
individual race on the same day. When we
found out we finished in fifth place it only
added to our happiness.”
This whole season the women’s cross coun¬
try team has been working for just that - an
“on” day. In two weeks the varsity squad will
toe the fine for their last regular season race the last opportunity to switch it on when it real¬
ly counts.
“Every day we all think about how we want
our last race to be that day. We want to finish
our last race knowing we left everything on the
course - our hearts over 3.1 miles - there is
nothing more satisfying that knowing you put
everything into it possible. The last six months
of hard work have gone into this last race.”
Gagne-Hall concluded, “Beth is one of the
toughest runners I have ever known. She
works diligently through the most difficult
workouts, giving every interval all her effort. I
look up to Beth for her ability to concentrate, as
a student, a runner, and an overall athlete. Beth
has made the most of her time both as a high
school and a collegiate runner, and I am very
lucky to have had 8 wonderful years with her as
a teammate.”
What lies after graduation for Beth? A psy¬
chology major and math minor, she hopes to
pursue graduate school in the field of speech
pathology, an interest that was sparked during
her junior semester abroad in England. Her
passion for running will continue recreationally, and she has her eyes set on the Chicago and
Boston Marathons.
“It hasn’t completely hit me yet - but it is
beginning to hit me. I already ran my last 5k in
college! I hope I can leave the season with no
regrets - no wishing I could come back and
redeem myself; I want to walk away happy.”
For Beth, this shouldn’t be a problem.

Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

Owen Miehe clears some room for Jamie Walker who drags a Bowdoin
defender along with him.
FOOTBALL

Continued from p. 16
only to sneak a handoff to up-man Jon Beatty,
who rumbled four yards off left tackle.
“We did a heck of job making plays,” Bates
coach Mark Harriman said of the fake punt.
Bowdoin later stopped Bates on another 4th
and 1 at the 15 with 46 seconds remaining.
The Polar Bears took over on their own eight
following an unsportsmanlike conduct penalty
and managed to move the ball close to midfield, but not close enough for place kicker Dan
Hayes, who finished the day 3-for-3 on field
goals from 29, 40, and 29 yards.
“It’s a game of ball control and field posi¬
tion,” Bowdoin coach Dave Caputi said, frus¬
trated with penalties and his team’s five fum¬
bles. “We made mistakes that hurt us and
(Bates) capitalized on those mistakes.”
Bates (2-5) took a 7-6 lead at halftime on a
touchdown pass from Gwozdz to Matt
Orlando, who beat the safety with a slant route

in man coverage. Nat Car opened the scoring in
the third, giving Bates a 10-6 lead with a 31yard field goal. Hayes pulled Bowdoin within
one on the ensuing drive, splitting the uprights
from 29 yards out.
Bates extended its lead to 20-9 on a two-yard
TD run by Walker a minute into the fourth and
a 35-yard field goal by Carr at the 8:38 mark.
It then took Bowdoin (0-7) four plays to find
the end zone. Following two incomplete pass¬
es, Ricky Leclerc lobbed a screen pass to Brian
Durant, who scampered 40 yards down the
sideline to Bates’ 27. Rob Patchett took the
next handoff up the middle and collected six
points virtually untouched. Leclerc, rolling
right, connected with Chris Stratton in the cor¬
ner of the end zone for the two-point conver¬
sion.
“This is what it’s all about,” Harriman said.
“It’s just great to come out and win at home in
front of all the parents. It was a tight game and
what an intense rivalry should be.”

WANT THE JOB?
COACH
Continued from p. 15
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you won’t be able to offer them a scholarship.
If your teams have been winning then you
might get to endure allegations of running a
dirty program, and being accused of being a
symbol of what is wrong with college
sports.. .ahh, sounds like a great way to spend a
few months before you start up spring prac¬
tices. Overseeing the off season conditioning of
your players is one of those tasks that you
might be able to pass on to a strength coach if
you are at a big enough school, if not then an
already overloaded assistant coach may get the
much-coveted task.
Now, assuming you get the job at the big
prestigious college or university with the great
football tradition then you’ll have the added
bonus of alumni groups and several media out¬
lets who will always be looking to pull you in
10 different directions. All part of the job
though. If you aren’t at a big school like that
then you’ve probably got a little more time, of
course a lot less money is part of that package
deal.
Once, you’ve become accustomed to operat¬
ing on half the sleep of normal human beings
then you get to deal with some interesting peo¬
ple. If you’re a coach in the pros you get the
task of dealing with guys holding out for more
money. You have to balance the needs of veter¬
an players with those of fresh-faced rookies
fresh out of Western Hillbilly University, a kid
who doesn’t even know how to use a credit
card yet (and it’s been said that some NFL
rookies do run into that problem). At the same
time you may have to deal with assistant
coaches leaving to take over as head coaches in
other places, and media calling for your job on

a regular basis because you haven’t lived up to
the standards of the previous head coach. It’s
okay though, the general manager only signed
one of the five players you wanted in the off
season. Camp should be a fun time!
Jumping ahead to the season, developing
game plans is definitely the most fun way you
can spend your days. Well, it may actually
come in a close second to sitting in a room and
reading “Announce” emails. Anyway, you and
your staff get up every day and head into the
office and attempt to figure out what the other
guy is going to do in certain downs and dis¬
tances, what formations they run certain plays
from, what personnel they’ll use to accomplish
certain goals, what match ups will work in your
favor, and what new things could possibly get
thrown at you. All this before the team ever
takes the field for practice. Oh, yeah and don’t
forget that you have to come up with a way to
throw them off with new formations, new
alignments, new personnel groupings, new
plays, old plays that can be revived for a week
or two. Not done yet, you still have to fix the
mistakes that occurred the week before, and
there are always mistakes from the week
before. The only perfect weeks come when you
retire or get fired, whichever comes first.
I’m sure I’ve left a lot of things out, and any
coach could tell their story a lot better than I.
The point is when you’re that guy at home
complaining that you know so much more than
the coach ask yourself this question: On foutth
down, with thousands of screaming fans, a
pack or rabid reporters waiting to question
whatever call you make, an offensive coordina¬
tor talking in your ear, while you try to recall
the pages or scouting reports you’ve read, and
the play clock ticking down...do you really
know how good a call you’d make?
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FIELD HOCKEY CLOSES YEAR BOBCAT MEN NOT SATISFIED
by NOLAN MACHERNIS
STAFF WRITER
It’s been a long road for the Bates’ field
hockey team. After registering more wins
against a New England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) opponents last year
than the previous two seasons combined, the
squad endured a tough season playing against
some of the best teams in Division III.
The Bobcats entered the final week of the
season with an overall record of 2-11 and a
record of 0-8 in the conference. This week’s
NESCAC finale was the team’s final chance to
record a win in the conference. To make that
happen they would have to do so against
Bowdoin who entered this past weekend with
an overall record of 11-2 with a NESCAC
record of 6-2.
On Saturday the Bobcats fell to the Polar
Bears with a final score of 6-0. Bowdoin’s
Marissa O'Neil scored two goals for the Polar
Bears and also had an assist leading her team to

the victory and into the playoffs. Christi
Gannon, Faye Hargate, Colleen McDonald and
Britney Carr each added a goal to aid
Bowdoin’s cause. Bowdoin’s goalkeeper,
Gillian McDonald recorded five saves, while
Bates’ Sarah Judice stopped eight in sixty one
minutes. In the final minutes, Sarah Sprague
recorded two saves as she saw time in goal for
the Bobcats.
With the win Bowdoin earned the number
two seed in the NESCAC Championship and
will play host to Tufts University in the first
round.
The Bobcats finished the season with an
overall record of 2-12 and a NESCAC record
of 0-8. Bates seniors Hedda Burnett, Lori
Jessup, Samara Khalique, Annie Schauer, and
Valerie Wicks end their careers on a bit of a
sour note, but at the same time know that there
is promise and talent being left behind. Two of
this year’s top four scorers will be returning
next season as will both goalkeepers and a total
of 12 underclassmen from this year’s roster.

BETTER THAN PAR

by AMY WEBB
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
On Saturday the men’s cross country team
finished a disappointing fifth place at the
NESCAC Championships held in Middlebury,
VT. The team possessed much higher expecta¬
tions heading into the conference race, and
with good reason: the harriers won the State of
Maine Championships two weeks ago, and
have subsequently benefited from the return of
key injured runners. With a high mileage train¬
ing and refocused race strategy, the Bobcats
started the season on a high note. Continued
pack running and strengthening individual per¬
formances built upon the strong foundation.
On Saturday, the team performance lacked the
strength in these characteristics that they have
relied upon all season long, and it cost them
valuable points on the finish line.
Senior Mike Downing was the lead Bates
runner, placing 17th overall in 27:15:00. This
improved upon his time from a race at
Middlebury earlier in the season. Head Coach
A1 Feresetian acknowledged that the team did
not perform to expectations, but felt there were
still several good signs. In particular, Coach
referred to the performances of sophomore Dan
Johnson and junior Matt Daly.
“Dan Johnson had an excellent race and he
proved what we have known all along, that he
belongs up at the front of our team. From him

that was another nice step in his return to form
from his ankle injury earlier in the season.
Matt Daly was also exceptional running num¬
ber five for us. He continues to improve and
show his development from three years of
preparation.”
Johnson covered the eight-kilometer course
in 27:34, just three seconds behind the second
Bates runner, rookie Steve Monsulik. Senior
captain Robbie Gomez finished fourth for the
Bobcats and 32nd overall in 27:50, with Matt
Daly rounding out the scoring in 33rd place in
27:55. A shining note from the weekend per¬
formance is the maintenance of a close scoring
pack from start to finish lines.
“We had seasonal best pack times at 1-5 (40
seconds) and 1-6 (49 seconds). Nine of the 12
athletes that competed improved over our first
running on the course. There was still a lot of
good that came out of the meet.” Fereshetian,
added.
Next weekend brings the ECAC meet and
the last tune-up opportunity for runners before
the ultra-competitive and vastly important
regional meet, and Fereshetian is optimistic
about his harriers’ chance at post-season racing.
“We know we can run better and the focus of
the team over the next two weeks will be to rely
on each others strength, understand each indi¬
vidual’s role on the team, and stick together.
This is a good team and we have two weeks to
prove it.”

BEARS WIN SEASON FINALE
by JUSTIN GUILES
STAFF WRITER

Courtesy Photo

foach Bob Flynn, Dominic Lee, Sam Haaz and Andy Kadin at the NEIGAs.
difference for Bates in comparison to past sea¬
sons. “It was all heart. Each member of the
team took it upon himself to prepare and get
Danny Dodson was tied for 180th with a 183, ready to play big at every tournament. We were
and Nate Purinton finished tied for 209th at able to support each other and seeing how each
of us put up a top four score or contribute big
195.
Lee commented on the team’s success, time at least once during the year, we showed
“When I heard that we placed in the top ten for that,” Lee states. He continues, “This is by far
Division III schools, it was the best feeling in the best season I have played either here or dur¬
the world. We all got to the tournament ready ing high school. That’s because we all played to
and willing to leave it all out there and end the our abilities and beat a lot of other teams while
season on a great note. Looking at the big doing it. This is by far the most fun I have had
board of scores and seeing all the schools we playing golf and I thank my teammates and
beat was awesome. Also beating all the coaches for a great season and career.”
Lasagna echoed these sentiments in regard to
NESCAC schools (except for Amherst)
the
team chemistry and depth saying,
showed me how good we could really be.”
Lee had his best finish at the NEIGA tourna¬ “Rejuvenating new blood from Nate, Danny,
ment in his four years at Bates. Afterwards he Dave Eppenstein, Jake Berkowitz, and Tamara
expressed elation as well as bit of relief. Heifer helped form a team that like each other
“Finding out that I placed in the top 30 in New and push each other. All of the women and
England on the second day meant a lot to me. men had great attitudes, dedicated themselves
Even then I knew I could have had several to sharpening their games.” He also bestowed a
shots back. I feel like I finally played up to my lot of credit on his coaching staff, “[We had
potential this year and can’t wait to get back out the] huge addition of Jim Day to the staff. He
on the course when school is over and have a had great rapport with the players and a great
golf mind. Veteran mentor Bob Flynn brought
truly relaxing round of golf,” he said.
Coach Peter Lasagna was proud of the his outstanding teaching, unflappable
team’s performance all season long stating, demeanor and wisdom.”
Strides were made by the entire Bates pro¬
“The men and women of Bates Golf enjoyed an
outstanding season.” He continued, “Captain gram this season. “I really respect the effort of
Lee provided tremendous leadership and these students. They committed to making
played the most consistent golf of his career en themselves and the program competitive at the
route to his All-NESCAC recognition (the first top of NESCAC and Division III golf, and their
Bates golfer to be an All-NESCAC selection results prove it. This is a very fun time to
respond to inquiries from prospective Bates
since 1998).”
There were many moments that stood out Golfers,” says Lasagna.
With the departure of Lee and Andy Kadin
over the course of the season for coach
Lasagna. “Highlights of the season were: win¬ the Bates golfers will lose two of the most solid
ning the CBB Championship with Nate players to come through here in recent years.
Purinton tying for individual Medalist honors Dom is excited about the future of the young
(he lost a one hole playoff), Dom Lee’s All- players left on the squad, “The key to this team
NESCAC performance in the league champi¬ is the new big three: Sam, Nate and Danny. If
onships at Williams, Sam Haaz’s 73 at the State they’re able to pick up their games as the
of Maine Championship (good for a tie for sec¬ returning starters and mature as individuals,
ond place overall), and Dom Lee’s 80 and Andy they’ll provide great leadership for the other
Kadin’s 83 on their final day of college golf at returning members and the new recruits com¬
ing in. I can’t wait to come back and see how
NEIGA day two,” he recalls.
The depth of this year’s squad was the big this squad is shaping up next year.”
GOLF
Continued from p. 16

The Men’s soccer team wrapped up their sea¬
son on Saturday at home against Bowdoin. For
the six seniors on the team, Chris Urban, Jon
Love, Chris Mansfield, Sandy Walter, Noah
Sabich, and Anthony Silva, it marked the last
game they will play on the Russell Street field.
Unfortunately, the career finale for these six
players didn’t end in the most storybook fash¬
ion, as the Polar Bears came away with a 2-0
victory.
Bowdoin, who entered the game ranked
twelfth in the nation and second in New
England, having won each of their prior seven
games, came out flying early and scored a
quick goal in the seventh minute. Polar Bears’
forward Tony Bresnehan brought the ball down
the left wing and crossed to an unmarked
Tucker Hodgekiss, who used his chest to redi¬
rect the ball past Bates senior goalkeeper Chris
Mansfield.
Not long after the goal, Bates retaliated with
an offensive burst which led to freshman Igor
Echave’s volley coming within inches of tying
the game, as it drilled the crossbar.
On the ensuing possession, the Polar Bears
hit a post on a looping shot from the left side,
ruining any momentum the Bobcats had col¬
lected. From then on, the Cats couldn’t seem to

get anything going offensively, only getting
one shot on net, which was saved by Polar
Bears’ goalkeeper Travis Derr.
Early in the second half, Bowdoin was able
beat the Bobcats’ offside trap, and forward
Simon Parsons ripped a shot from twelve yards
out on the right side, beating Mansfield at his
near post. Parsons’ goal was the insurance that
Bowdoin needed, and they were able to drop
back into their defensive half to deter the
Bobcat attack.
Mansfield, who has been virtually on fire all
season, completed his Bates soccer career with
a solid performance, turning away five shots.
Senior heartthrob Anthony Silva summed up
this season by saying, “A lot of the close games
just did not go our way. Most of the results
were disappointing and losing that last game
was a tough way to go out. But we had a great
group of guys this year and I know everyone
had a lot fun playing on this team.”
After his final game as a Bobcat, senior mid¬
fielder Jon Love said of his time at Bates, “In
terms of like, soccer, you could say it was my
last day as a Bobcat. But all I’m gonna say is,
honestly, I’ll always be a Bobcat at heart.”
All six seniors will be sorely missed next
season but the outlook is bright for the Bobcats,
who will return nine starters for their 2004
campaign.

Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

Chris Mansfield tosses the ball back into the field of play Saturday in a
hard fought loss to rival Bowdoin.
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Senior Spotlight

If I Were Coach

Beth Pagnotta

Every college and professional football team
in America has at least a hundred potential
head coaches sitting in the stands, sitting at
home watching television, or writing columns
for many newspapers across the country. I’m
guilty of second-guessing coaches too, but if
you really stop and think about it, how many
people would be able to thrive in those situa¬
tions, and how many would tuck tail and run
back to the couch or their seat in the stands.
First, let’s take a look at the off season. Of
course if you are Jon Gruden of the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers the off season starts up a few
weeks after the Super Bowl. That’s okay
though, you see then you’ll get to sleep for a
full night. Many coaches have fallen into the
sort of routine where you spend 18 hours on an
average day at the office breaking down tape,
evaluating personnel, developing new tech¬
niques and adding wrinkles to their offense,
defense, and special teams. You might even get
hooked up with a nice comfy cot in your office
for the really late nights when you sleep in the
office.
Of course if you’re a college coach the off
season is where you make or break your pro¬
gram. Travel across the nation, phone calls and
letters to recruit after recruit, evaluating hours
and hours of tape of high school football
games. You’ll have to make all sorts of prom¬
ises to recruits and their families, some you’ll
keep and others you’ll break by no doing of
your own. You’ll have to break the spirits of
some young men when you inform them that

Courtesy Photo

Beth Pagnotta, senior tri-captain of the Women’s Cross Country Team.

Expect the Unexpected
by AMY WEBB
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Beth Pagnotta does not look like your
typical long distance runner. She lacks the
willowed, tall slight body, the hallowed
face, the tiny frame of Kenyan elite racers but Beth Pagnotta does not perform like a
typical distance runner either. Her strong
shoulders and rock solid legs have carried
her through 30 career Bates races, covering
more than 8000 miles of mud, moguls, and
maze-like wooded trails, wearing through
20 pairs of shoes in the process. The head
on those strong shoulders does more than
persevere through grueling 3.1-mile races.
It produces an impressive GPA and an
assortment of musical talents. Beside the
proficient lungs inside her well-trained dis¬
tance machine beats the most influential
piece of Beth Pagnotta’s anatomy and life:
her heart. Her teammates will tell you she
is hilarious. Her friends will tell you she is
deeply caring. Her coach will tell you she
is hardworking. I am telling you she is sim¬
ply brilliant. While the rest of us worry
about the could-haves, should-haves, and
mistakes, Beth Pagnotta never dreams of

looking back - not over her shoulder in a
race or in her reflections of her life outside
of running. Beth is a living inspiration of
the rare breed of person who truly loves
life, who maximizes every opportunity and
every talent in her body - and smiles - mile
after mile after mile.
Hailing from Hooksett, N.H., Beth is one
of four children - and the only daughter.
Growing up with the boys encouraged an
active lifestyle, one that evolved into a deep
love for running. This passion has carried
her through four varsity cross country sea¬
sons, and in each of these Beth has consis¬
tently maintained a place among the top
five (In a cross country meet, only the top
five finishers from each school count
toward the team score). Typically, Beth is
not Bates’ front-runner, but she willingly
accepts the challenge of working as the
glue that binds the pack.
“I’ve never been the number one runner,
but I am competitive enough to want to be
scoring points for the team. I have always
loved running, so it is not hard for me to
fulfill this role. I’m not getting the spot¬
light; I get more out of putting other people
into it.”

The success of a cross country team is
not predicated on the success of the front
runner; rather, it lies in the work of athletes
like Beth Pagnotta, who consistently push
the leading pace and maintain the strength
to pull up teammates who are behind.
Occupying this valuable spot has helped
Bates to decrease the difference in times
between their number one and number five
runners’ finishing times dramatically.
While some might dread 10-mile runs,
hill repeats, and interval training, Beth con¬
siders practice the high point of her day.
“Honestly, I think practice is my favorite
time of the day. You get to be yourself,
around people that have same interests as
you, who want to be competitive runners.”
People who enjoy getting together for phys¬
ical torture? I asked if she thinks distance
runners are ‘a little crazy’. She laughed,
looked away, and said, “I’ve heard that
before”.
Jessie Gagne-Hall, a fellow Bates tri-cap¬
tain and running teammate of Beth’s for
over eight years, is thankful for the oppor¬
tunity to train with her for so many years.
See PAGNOTTA, p.13

Racing against the top-ranked Division III
team in the nation is never easy; add to the meet
the second, fifth, seventh, and twentieth ranked
teams and you begin to gain a sense of the level
of competition the women’s cross country team
faced this weekend. The Bobcats traveled to
Middlebury for the NESCAC championships
on Saturday afternoon. Still struggling to piece
together a strong cohesive performance, the
women turned in several gutsy personal efforts
en route to an eighth place team finish.
Senior tri-captain Julie Dutton reflected,
“The meet did not go quite as we had planned,
but we did have some good individual perform¬
ances. Jessie Gagne-Hall and Ann Lovely ran
their butts off. Despite not having our best allaround day, we were still within striking dis¬
tance of Bowdoin, Tufts, and Wesleyan.”
The highlight for the team was in their pack
performance, an aspect that has been a valuable
racing style all season. This weekend the
women reduced their already remarkable thirty
second difference (between the finishing times
of their number one and number five runners)

to a mere fifteen second gap. Senior tri-captain
Jessie Gagne-Hall was Bobcat frontrunner for
the first time this season, covering the fivekilometer course in 19:47.8, finishing in 36th
place in the 121-runner field. Junior rookie
Leslie Milk remarked, “Jessie finished first for
us with an outstanding race. She improved her

“I am confident we are
going to turn some heads
and shock the hell out of
our competition at
Regionals.” - Captain,
Julie Dutton
previous places in this race by over 40 spots.”
Junior Katherine Creswell was second for
Bates, crossing the line three seconds later,
with rookie Kathryn Moore on her heals, a
mere four seconds back. The pair finished in
38th and 40th places over-all. Rookie Ann
Lovely had a tremendous individual perform¬
ance, crossing the line in 19:56, fourth for the
Bobcats and 43rd individually. This effort

See COACH, p.13

HEAD-TO-HEAD
by EVAN MASON & LYNN WORTHY
STAFF HANDICAPPERS
Afer a couple weeks to consult the Vegas
bookmakers Evan “The Loan Shark” Mason
and our Sports Editor are back. Mason trails by
one game while Worthy is clinging to .500 with
a record of 10-10. Mason enters this week 911.
Tampa Bay at Carolina
Evan’s Pick: Tampa Bay

Tampa Bay wins because they win one week
then lose the next and they lost last week.
Lynn’s Pick-. Tampa Bay

Tampa Bay. Sapp is on a rampage and Carolina
dropped on to New Orleans.
Miami at Tennessee
Evan’s Pick: Tennessee

Tennessee is a great team and the Dolphins
aren't like the Marlins

LADY BOBCATS RUN TO EIGHTH PLACE FINISH
by AMY WEBB
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

by LYNN WORTHY
SPORTS EDITOR

marked the first time Lovely dipped under the
elusive 20-minute mark. Milk added, “Ann
Lovely has an unbelievable race - she is defi¬
nitely the MVP for our team. She moved from
our sixth place runner last week to our fourth
on a really difficult course.” Senior tri-captain
Beth Pagnotta rounded out the Bobcat scoring,
finishing the course in 20:02 for 46th place.
Dutton is keeping her eyes on the regional
race and the team goal of a post-season birth at
Nationals. “The conference teams are definite¬
ly the competition we are looking to beat at
Regionals. Since we haven’t really shown our
true form as a team yet, with everybody having
an “on” day, we are kind of an under-dog going
into the next two weeks. I am confident we are
going to turn some heads and shock the hell out
of our competition at Regionals.”
Next weekend Bates will race its 8-14 ath¬
letes at ECACs, hosted by Tufts University.
This will be the final competition for the JV
team. In two weeks the varsity squad, 1-7 run¬
ners, will run at the qualifier Regional meet at
Twin Brook, the Bates home course in
Cumberland.

Lynn’s Pick: Tennessee

McNair or Griese? Come on now folks
Buffalo at Dallas
Evan’s Pick: Buffalo

Bills should win because they are from a cold
climate.
Lynn’s Pick-. Dallas

Parcells knows just how to take care of
Bledsoe.
Baltimore at St. Louis
Evan’s Pick: St. Louis

The rams are so good.
Lynn’s Pick-. Baltimore

You lose to Tim Rattay and niners and you get
no respect from me.
Arizona at Pittsburgh
Evan’s Pick: Arizona

The Steelers are awful and never win. The
Cardinals too are far from Super Bowl bound,
but should win this.
Lynn’s Pick: Arizona

Never would have said it at the beginning of
the season, but Arizona has looked good win¬
ning two in a row.

Bobcat of the Week
Kim Alexander
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WIN OVER TRINITY SETS UP REMATCH
Bowdoin Takes the Number One Seed, Bobcats Get Second Chance This Weekend in Tournament
by MIKE LOPEZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
While Bates womens soccer star Kim
Alexander led the Bobcats with 22 points dur-—————— ing the regular season,
irimty
U apparently it was not
Bates
2 enough
~— The first -year phenom
netted a goal in each half this past Sunday to
lead the fourth seeded hosts past fifth seeded
Trinity, 2-0.
“Kim has had a terrific first year and contin¬
ues to get better,” said Bates coach Jim
Murphy, whose team moves on to face top
seeded Bowdoin on Saturday. “She is highly
skilled, plays intelligently, and just knows how
to get the ball in the back of the net.”
Alexander’s game-winner came midway
through the first half off a pair of pretty passes
from her teammates. First, senior Captain
Crosby sent a streaking Jenna Benson down the
right side of the field. Benson in turn beat her

defender and sent a hard cross to a perfectly
placed Alexander. The first - year took care of
the rest, effortlessly knocking the ball to the left
of Bantam goalie Brenna Shields, giving the
hosts a 1-0 edge.
“Jenna had beat her defender before and was
clearly faster than her,” recalled Alexander.
“So when she went to go endline I knew that
she was going to cross the ball. When one of
my defenders went out to guard her I found a
hole in the defense where I just hung out.
When she crossed it, it was perfectly placed
to me, and I put my right foot on it, and con¬
nected.”
The lead stood for the rest of the half, thanks
to the efforts of Bobcats goalie Lynne
Antinarelli, who recorded her eighth shutout of
the season. Antinarelli’s best save of the game
came a few minutes after Alexander’s goal.
Bantam midfielder Amy Joyce broke through
the Bobcats defense and to the right of
Antinarelli. Joyce had an open shot with a

See REMATCH, p.12

GOLFERS FINISH STRONG
Bobcats Place 25th at New England Championships, 9th for D-III
by LYNN WORTHY
SPORTS EDITOR
In many sports a player with superior
strength or speed can have an off day and still
come out on top. In golf you can be physically
gifted and still find yourself towards the bottom
of the leader board. For this reason consistent¬
ly performing in golf may be one of the tough¬
est things to do in sports. You’ve got to battle
the elements, the competition, and the course
week in and week out, as well as hope that your
game is on each time you tee off. When a sea¬
son like that does come along it’s really some¬
thing. When you get a team of golfers that per¬
form that way as a unit, that’s something really
special.
The Bates golfers finished up their season on
Oct. 21, with a place finish 25th at the New
England Intercollegiate Golf Association

(NEIGA) Championships in Brewster, Mass.
The Bobcats ranked ninth amongst Division III
competitors and only behind Amherst as far as
NESCAC schools go. To find the last time
Bates was able to pull off a finish like that in
the New England Championships, you proba¬
bly need to go back to the days of Benjamin
Bates himself. The University of Rhode Island
won the tournament with 610 strokes. Bates
finished with 679 strokes. Middlebury was the
third place NESCAC, finishing three strokes
behind Bates in 26th place.
Senior captain Dominic Lee led Bates,
shooting 163 over the two days of the tourna¬
ment to finish tied for 52nd. With an 80 in the
second round, Lee moved up 30 spots. Sam
Haaz finished tied for 94th at 169, while Andy
Kadin was just one shot back, tied for 99th.

See GOLF, p.14
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Bates and Bowdoin will battle again this weekend in Brunswick.

FOOTBALL OUTLASTS BEARS
by MATT GAGNE
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
More than pre-game ceremonies or post¬
game photos, lack of
Bowdoin 17 panic was the obvious
Bates
20 sign the Bobcats were
celebrating Senior Day at
Garcelon Field.
Leading 20-9 with eight minutes left on the
clock Saturday, Bates warmed up its second
string so its seniors could come off the field to
standing ovations in front of nearly 3,000 fans
in attendance for Parents Weekend. But a quick
Bowdoin touchdown and two-point conversion
changed the ending, forcing the offense to
buckle its chinstraps for one more drive at
home.
It was the senior linemen up front - Jared
Cash, Jeff Bolduc, Mike Moynahan, Justin
Levesque, Nick Markos, and Mike Lopez who cleared the way for rookie running backs
Jaime Walker and Eric Obeng, as Bates held

the ball for 7:13, covering 61 yards on 15 plays
and pinning Bowdoin inside its own 15 to pre¬
serve the 20-17 victory.
“We knew we had to be secure with the ball
and keep running it to wear down the clock,”
Senior quarterback Chris Gwozdz said. “We
knew they were tired and just kept running the
same play over and over. We just beat them
up.”
Walker, in his first start at tailback, finished
the day with a 159 yards on a school-record 45
carries. In Bates’ final drive, he split time with
Obeng, who carried the ball 7 times for 33
yards and needed several tacklers to be brought
to the ground.
The drive, which started on their own 24,
appeared to stall at the 3:40 mark when Bates
faced 4th and 1 on Bowdoin’s 39. The Bobcats
lined up in their jumbo formation and tried to
draw the defense offside with a hard cadence,
but the Polar Bears called the bluff. Bates
called a timeout and lined up in punt formation,

See FOOTBALL, p.13

VOLLEYBALL GEARS UP FOR CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT
by AMANDA BECK
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
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Liz Wanless, Elizabeth Blakeley, Kristen Johnson, and Erin Johnson cele¬
brate during their victory over Endicott. The Bobcats start NESCAC
Tournament play this weekend at Williams College.

The Bates volleyball team went 2-0 at the
final NESCAC weekend last weekend at
Amherst to pull to 9-1 in the conference and
24-8 overall. The victories over Amherst and
Tufts anchored the Bobcats in the second seed
for the NESCAC tournament, which takes
place this weekend at top-seeded Williams.
In the first match of the weekend, the
Bobcats defeated Amherst in five games, 3024, 26-30, 26-30, 30-22, and 15-8 in the decid¬
ing game. Senior co-captain and outside hitter
Liz Wanless led Bates with 24 kills and 19 digs,
while junior outside hitter Olivia Zurek had 22
kills and 25 digs. Junior setter Kristen Johnson
supplied 48 assists, along with four kills and 12
digs, while classmate middle hitter Tiffany
Tropino registered four kills and three block
assists. Fellow junior middle hitter Elizabeth
Blakeley added two service aces, three digs and
two block assists, while sophomore Jasmine
McDavid tallied nine kills, a solo block and
five block assists. First-year defensive special¬
ist Erin Johnson anchored the defense with 20
digs.
In the second match of the weekend, the
Bobcats defeated Tufts in four games, 31-29,
30-20, 25-30 and 31-29, avenging an earlier
season loss. Zurek led the way with 15 kills
and a season-high 33 digs, while Wanless also

had a fine all-around game with 23 kills, 15
digs and three service aces. Kristen Johnson
registered a season-high 50 assists, to go along
with three kills, 12 digs and two service aces,
while Blakeley added six kills and three block
assists. Tropino tallied eight kills and five digs,
while sophomore defensive specialist Liz
Santy chipped in nine digs and two service
aces. For the defense, McDavid and Erin
Johnson finished with four block assists and 15
digs, respectively.
On Oct. 29, the Bobcats celebrated Senior
Night with a three-game victory over Endicott
College, 30-23, 30-16 and 30-19. Wanless, the
lone senior on the team, led the way with 14
kills and eight digs, fittingly ending the match
on a well-placed and powerful trademark kill.
The crowd was on then feet and gave Wanless
a standing ovation for all her hard work over
the past four years. She is the All-time kills
leader in Bates history.
Zurek contributed 15 kills and 15 digs in the
match and Kristen Johnson supplied 34 assists
and six kills. Blakeley added four kills and
three service aces, while Tropino registered
four kills and three digs and McDavid chipped
in seven kills. Erin Johnson, Santy and firstyear defensive specialist Lauren Gold com¬
bined for 15 digs to power the defense.
Next up for the Bobcats is the NESCAC
Tournament this weekend in Williamstown,
Mass., where their first match will be against
Middlebury.

